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James Harrison (helmet only!), Gareth Harrison, Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher and the 

‘how to mash tea’ discussion in the main chamber of Sell Gill Holes – Photo: Andy Cavill 

 

 
Pete Wagstaff rigging – Sell Gill Holes, Goblin Route – Photo: Andy Cavill 
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Memories of Fred Hall (1925 - 2016) 

Fred, as many will know, had a long-standing relationship 
with the Orpheus, beginning in the post-War years and 
continuing with an honorary membership that lasted for the 
rest of his life. 

He came under the influence of the Derby-based group (in 
early years the OCC included not only Leicester, but also 
Stockport contingents) under the auspices of John Plowes in 
1950, when the first ‘hut’ was a garden shed in Beaufort 
Street!  He joined the newly-formed club slightly later than 
Ron Peters, who remained a life-long friend.  Being the owner 
of the only vehicle (there are tales of cycling to Nettle Pot with 
piles of tackle), Fred was soon playing an active part in 
Derbyshire digs and discoveries, as well as trips further afield. 
Ron recalls that he ‘used to cram the car with young cavers… 
but there was no room for the rucksacks.  What did he do?  He 
strapped them to the wings of the car... [there were] rucksacks 
all over the wings of the car!’  Although he didn’t drink he 
was more than happy to ferry people to the pub or to attend a 
club barbeque, claiming that he became drunk on the fumes 
instead.  Fred was sure to add humour and interest to any 
event: on a trip to Pen-y-Ghent for instance, snow came down 
so hard that he was forced to stand all night holding up the tent 
against the weight of it; he neglected to tell the others that his 
wife Lilian was in labour back in Derby (with son John), so 
had to leave in a hurry the following morning.  Ron 
remembers another occasion, when they were descending a 
mine shaft near Ossum’s Crag, they looked up and realised 
that his carbide lamp had set fire to the grass around the head 
of the shaft.  ‘I thought my God the bloody ladders!’ … ‘It 
must have been tinder dry … it was a major blaze!’ – they 
were using rope ladders of course.  Fred’s wry (and Ron’s 
infectious) humour meant that such episodes would see many 
a retelling. 

The halcyon days of Derbyshire caving received a blunt 
reminder of its objective dangers in the tragic events at Peak 
Cavern in the spring of 1959; several OCC members, 
including Fred, were involved in the ensuing rescue attempt, 
which invoked the first media frenzy of its kind.  Later in the 
unusual drought of that summer, club attention turned to the 
Manifold Valley instead, to more cheery effect.  On a solo trip 
into Redhurst Swallet, Fred not only succeeded in passing the 
first sump, but had the imagination and foresight to realise that 

if he syphoned the second sump back into the first, he could 
pass that one too. The space between them was later 
christened ‘Hall’s Reward’ - Fred’s typically dry rejoinder was 
that it referred to the only place where he could relieve 
himself!  The following day, Ron Peters and others pushed the 
passage as far as Pink Chamber and this was surveyed by Bob 
Thompson and Jem Jarvis.  Unfortunately the route of the 
stream was impenetrable, but in a drought of similar extremity 
in 1976, Fred’s son John was, somewhat poetically, the first 
person to pass the upstream sump of the OCC’s new 
discovery, Ladyside Pot, in all likelihood part of the elusive 
Redhurst drainage too. 

In the 60s and 70s, during which time he added school 
teaching to his many accomplishments (one thinks clock-
making, bee-keeping, musicianship, etc), Fred introduced 
many of his pupils to caving and a number of these went on to 
become stalwart members of the Orpheus.  Well before 
‘Health & Safety’, he instead nurtured self-reliance and 
common sense and those touched by it remember him with 
respect; if they couldn’t make a trip, he was always quick to 
lend equipment to those wanting to make their own way.  On 
one occasion however, when he and a group were caught out 
down Long Churn during a thunder-storm, Fred had to keep 
their spirits up in a rapidly-diminishing air space by having 
them sing songs; by the time they had to resort to hymns, he 
realised they were in trouble and made a dash for the exit, 
losing his watch and glasses in the current.  He drove his 
Landrover over to Alum and winched the party out.  

Apart from keeping up a main job in his engineering business 
at Shaw Street, where he contrived to employ many OCC 
members over the years, Fred was also involved in demolition 
and enabled light work to be made of many a Derbyshire dig 
though his generosity and the skills of chemical persuasion. 
Again, there was always a funny side to his exploits - stories 
of blowing up tree stumps for farmers, for example, or 
clearing out blocked drains at Shaw Street with a ‘charge’ in 
lieu of a water-diviner, all adding to the portrait of the multi-
facetted and much missed Fred. He nonetheless maintained a 
keen interest in the fortunes of the Orpheus and will be an 
enduring figure in the annals of the club, for sure. 

With many thanks to Lilian Hall, Ron Peters, John Hall and 
Ruth Hall.  

Mick Phipps, October 2016 
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Paul and Karen undertook this trip with the Northern Pennine 
Club, but given the wide range of available trips in the area, it 
was felt that might be of interest to members and possibly a 
destination for a future Orpheus holiday. 
 

To the Vercors with the Pennine 

We [Paul and I] joined the Northern Pennine Club at the end 
of 2014, mainly because as Orpheus members we often stay at 
Greenclose and it had been suggested by one of the Pennine 
stalwart members, Clive Westlake, that we stayed so often we 
might as well join. 

This trip was planned by Dewi, but we all booked our own 
accommodation and unfortunately, by the time Paul and I 
made our minds up – torn between this trip or a fortnight in 
Cantabria with the Orpheus - the chalet that we wanted to 
book had been taken and we decided to camp.  Rope and other 
kit was split between those going and the vast majority of us 
drove to the area. 

It’s a very long journey to do from Derbyshire to Lans en 
Vercors in one day and I would definitely recommend what 
others did, travel to Kent the night before and get an early 
Eurotunnel crossing to give you plenty of time to arrive. 

Having driven since 6:30am, we arrived at 10:00pm and were 
unable to take our car onto the campsite as the gate was locked 
and reception had been closed since about 7pm, so we had no 
idea where to pitch the tent.  Fortunately, the problem was 
solved by us bunking down on the pull-out bed of the chalet 
that Kat & Dewi and her sister, Carly, were letting, which was 
a 6-berth. 

The next morning (Monday), we pitched the tent and got 
settled in, but it lashed it down all day and we simply relaxed 
and recovered from the journey. 

 

Tuesday, 25 August 2015 – Sciallet de Pot 
        de Loup 

Had a leisurely breakfast and Kat came to say that the 
proposed trips were to Sciallet de Pot de Loup and Grotte 
Fumant, both in the same area.  We were chosen to go with 
George to the former and Jean agreed to go too, so we set off 
on the D221 St Martin to Villard-de-Lans road with George 
driving. 

Found the track without too much trouble and drove down to a 
bit of a clearing.  We found the Grotte Fumant easily at the 
bottom of an open meadow and the Pot de Loup with slightly 
more difficulty; in effect we’d gone a bit too far down the 
track.  There was a short track off the main one, on the left as 
you drive down, just enough room for two or three vehicles 
with a rock at the top end of it.  Over the rock was the open 
pot, so we parked right next to it. 

The open pot with a drop of 20m and looked quite tricky and 
acrobatic to rig, as George isn’t much taller than me and the 
whole place was on spits. 

At the bottom there’s a climb up of 3m at the bottom, leading 
into a stooping passage to the head of the main 39m pitch, 

which also has a pretty much free-hanging rebelay.  Paul’s 
arm kicked off, so I took his bag and headed down on 
George’s red 9mm rope – eek!  Two bolts above a foot-sized 
shelf drop you around a corner to the next take-off, a bigger 
sloping ledge with a big deviation from the far side of the rift. 

At the bottom a short traverse leads to the top of the next drop 
and below that another short traverse to the last small pitch 
into a chamber.  There was quite a bit of stal throughout the 
cave, mostly fairly inactive, but this area was obviously much 
more active.  While I was taking photos a bat popped its head 
out of a hole in the stal, apparently wondering what the racket 
was all about.  The floor sloped to a muddy patch leading off 
to the right and lowering to a pool, with a climb-up on the left 
that lead around the back to the other side of the pool.  I 
stupidly waded into the mud and then realised that I didn’t 
have an easy way to clean off my wellies before starting up the 
nice clean ropes – whoops!  While Jean went exploring, I 
started up and she de-rigged the bottom two pitches.  I waited 
at the bottom of the big pitch to take the bag and then headed 
slowly for surface.  There were a couple of French families on 
the surface watching what we did – apparently there is a lower 
horizontal entrance too. 

TUG: 3½ hours – George Taylor, Jean Brooksbank, 
Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher 

Karen Slatcher 

Wednesday, 26 August 2015 – Grotte de 
        Ramats 

The previous day we had driven the short distance from our 
parking spot for the Pot de Loup, further down the road and 
parked up a short way beyond a huge gully on the hillside.  
This was dry, but obviously a lot of water comes down here in 
wet weather. 

A track almost opposite leads up the hillside, switches back to 
the right and continues to climb to where the gully crosses it.  
Follow the gully uphill very steeply (almost scrambling in 
places) and you eventually come to the resurgence, perched 
high above the road – one of the more interesting entrances 
I’ve ever been to!  The next morning we were back en-masse. 

Having kitted up rather precariously on the slope outside, in 
high temperatures and, particularly in Paul’s case, surrounded 
by swarms of flies, we crawled into what turned out to be a 
large chamber, which would have been pleasant to kit up in!  
George explained that when we reccied the place the day 
before, he had crawled in with just the light of his mobile and 
couldn’t see much of anything, so he had no idea how big it 
was. 

The passage dropped steeply down a gravel slope to a 
T-junction with a large and well-decorated rift.  Turning right, 
the passage dropped to a small climb down and then continued 
mostly walking height over gour pools (some dry), to a 
chamber with a choice of climb-ups – a very muddy, probably 
slippy slither on the far left, or a clamber up stemples and 
more slippy rock with better footholds.  We chose the 
stemples, but it wasn’t a straightforward climb as the stemples 
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weren’t entirely vertical and neither was the climb, so after the 
first few climbed unaided, a rope was fixed to a natural belay 
down the passage.  Paul decided to opt out at this point as his 
arm was still sore from the previous day. 

The passage continued slightly smaller with a couple of very 
short stooping sections and a couple of wet crawls - flat-out 
for most, but not Jean who was small enough to stay on hands 
and knees.  As the passage became larger, it began to drop and 
we came to an area of breakdown boulders and a nasty 8m 
climb-down, which we rigged as a pitch. 

Then began much swapping of SRT kit as two people didn’t 
have any – all very entertaining - but eventually we were all 
safely at the bottom.  The passage beyond dropped some more 
and then began to rise again in a series of short climbs and 
traverses.  Eventually we reached a larger climb, which 
Richard shot up, but George made look quite awkward, which 
given his superior climbing skills made me think twice about 
tackling – apparently it’s partly overhanging at one point.  
They rigged it with our remaining rope.  After some umming 
and aahing, Jean and I agreed to continue, but Kat, Dewi, 
Dave and Carly decided to head out.  They were concerned 
that they didn’t have a rope to return down the stemples, as 
this was now on the climb ahead, so I gave them a 12m length 
of 9mm rope that I was carrying with me ‘just in case’ – I’m 
not too hot on climbs at the best of time!  At the top of the 
rope and after a bit more traversing, clambering and 
squirming, we dropped into a small stream streamway and 
turned right upstream.  More climbing followed to the point 
where Jean and I decided we’d turn back, leaving George and 
Richard to continue.  We retraced our route, got back through 
the low bits and stopped for a short rest not far from where the 
others were faffing at the pitch.  Dave and Dewi were at the 
top and Kat was kitting up Carly.  Dewi asked me to go up in 
case they needed a counter balance for Carly who’d never 
prusiked before, but she managed absolutely fine and Kat 
joined us soon after.  Jean and I went on ahead and rigged the 
stemple climb, but my short rope at 11m was a bit short, but 
once 3/4 slings had been added, it just reached the bottom.  
We soon surfaced to hot sunshine and walked back to the cars. 

TUG:  3½ hours – Dewi Lloyd, Kat Hawkins, Carly Hawkins, 
Dave Hounslow, George Taylor, Jean Brooksbank, 
Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher, Tony Smith & Richard. 

Karen Slatcher 

 
 

Friday, 28 August – Grotte de Gournier 

After a day’s rest, we joined the rest of the team to do one of 
the biggest caves in the area, part of which is a show cave. 

Grotte de Gournier - We kitted up at the top end of the car 
park and walked to the entrance, which was lovely and cool.  
The water of the lake however, was freezing and I regretted 
having gotten wet while we kitted up and untangled an entire 
reel of thin polyprop, which was to be used to pull the dinghy 
back across the lake to the shore. 

Getting across the lake was OK although it took considerable 
time to ferry twelve of us across, there was an in-situ rope 
from water level up to the traverse (about 7m) and the traverse 
itself was definitely interesting.  Mike rigged it, partly on 
natural, with help from Paul. 

There was a large black dinghy already moored below the 
traverse, so there was another group somewhere.  The cave 
beyond was really cold and draughting well, and after waiting 
for a while, myself, Paul, Jean George, Fran, Mike and 
Richard set off. 

The passage was big and the formations just got bigger and 
better the further we went.  We were supposedly looking for a 
hole in the floor to access the active river cave, but we 
couldn’t find it and decided to turn back, so we met the others 
(Kat, Dewi, Dave, Carly and Tony) – they couldn’t find the 
way down either! 

Paul and I reached the traverse first to find another group 
coming in... wearing cycling helmets!  We got down without 
too much trouble and over the other side of the lake as the rest 
of our group started arriving.  Then Carly came over, followed 
by the group with the black dinghy, about 8-10 of them, who 
just overtook everyone else – a led group whose leaders didn’t 
seem to care who was in their way as they barged past Carly. 

It seemed to take forever to get everyone back and I’d cleaned 
my kit, put it away and got very cold by the time Dave made it 
over.  Paul suggested we should head off, so we and Jean 
walked back to the car to get changed in the warmth of the 
sun. 

TUG: 5 hours - Dewi Lloyd, Kat Hawkins, Carly Hawkins, 
Dave Hounslow, George Taylor, Jean Brooksbank, 
Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher, Fran MacDonald, Mike Topsom, 
Tony Smith & Richard. 

Karen Slatcher 
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Sunday, 12 June 2016 - Gouffre de Petit 
        Siblot 

From where we’d parked the cars on a very wet and rather 
muddy track, we followed a sign (very civilised!) along 
another similar track through the woods and took a final turn 
right, where Gouffre de Petit Siblot was signposted as “10m” 
– my kinda caving this!  We found Mark Goodwin at the 
entrance in shorts and waterproof, clearly not intending to 
underground.  Two large lids, one more substantial than the 
other, protect a slightly larger than body-sized hole (depending 

on the size of your body, of course) and a large Y hang had 
been set up between two trees.  Sylvia had apparently already 
gone down, so Paul set off and I followed him, with Clive and 
George bringing up the rear.  The ‘tight’ section is a matter of 
three feet and the chamber opens up below. 

Landing at the bottom, I clipped into a traverse line on the far 
wall, as the head of the next pitch wasn’t far away and the 
slope was slippy.  Sylvia did some body-knitting on the re-
belay, but was soon off again and we followed down.  The 
formation, which begins pretty much just under the surface, 
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even covering roots of nearby trees, just got bigger and better 
as we dropped down the second pitch. 

A ramp below, is easy enough in dry conditions, I’m told, but 
was wet and slippery in places, so I used the rope to ab down.  
It must have been beautiful when the place was first 
discovered as it’s mostly flowstone, but now sadly covered in 
a thick layer of mud. 

Our way on lay around a corner and back under the side of the 
ramp to where we found a rope hanging down, about a 4m 
pitch to bolts in the roof of a side passage.  It would have been 
easy to prusik up this, except for the fact that it had been 
knotted in two places where rub points had damaged it.  Sylvia 
decided to go for it and started climbing up - I watched with 
some envy as she scrambled into the rift above – she was 
braver than I was!  I was fine on the lower sections where 
there are almost steps, but climbing up them, you end up 
underneath the place you’re trying to get into, so sooner or 
later you have to move back out again, find a foothold – of 
which there are a couple lower down – and throw yourself into 
the lower part of the rift on your side.  I watched one or two of 
the stronger climbers actually manage to higher up than that, 
so they could simply step across onto the chocked boulder in 
the bottom of the rift.  Paul had a look at it and he didn’t like it 
either.  Clive marched up, handed us his camera box to attach 
to the bottom of the rope to be hauled up and scampered up 
the thing like it was nothing. 

When George arrived, he stood there looking at it and said 
“Hm.  We put a rope on that last time.”  After a bit of debate, 
someone (George I think) had the bright idea of using the 
bottom of the rope from the ramp above and this was just 
about long enough for him to rig it, once he’d climbed up.  
Paul and I prusiked up and began to follow him through the 
narrow passage beyond.  The first section is interesting as you 
need to insert yourself over a boulder feet first and drop into a 
sitting-height passage.  From there it’s fine for a few feet, 
narrowing for about 3 feet, which forces you to go onto your 
side and then a drop of about ½m or so into a section of 
widening rift, which is difficult to see as you move forward 
feet first.  This was about where I was when Paul decided that 
the narrow section wasn’t for him, so he turned back and I 
continued.  Where I was, the rift is too narrow to fall down for 
about the first metre or so and then opens into a ½m wide rift 
with plenty of footholds and about a 2m drop onto a large 
sloping ledge high up on the side of a big chamber. 

I emerged to find Clive putting something away in his box, 
presumably the camera, and he dropped the last short pitch 
into the chamber.  Dave and Geoff, the riggers, were sitting at 
the bottom, waiting to begin their ascent, so as soon as Clive 
was down, I followed him, leaving the way clear for them to 
start heading up.  I wandered around the chamber snapping 
away with my wee camera while George and Clive set up their 
tripods.  There are some lovely big stalagmites in the far 
corner from the head of the pitch where you enter the chamber 
and George had set up in that corner doing some light 
painting.  I was chatting to him as I snapped my way past and 
he gave me a light to give to Sylvia to shine at me while I 
hung on the rope.  He took several photos and I prusiked up to 
the top, intending to come back down again to help with more 
photography, when Rob Murgatroyd appeared.  As he was 
going down and there were more people behind him, I decided 
to start heading out. 

The first climb-up was managed without too much flailing and 
as I inserted myself into the narrow section, I could hear Mark 

Rushden coming the other way.  Having asked him to wait a 
minute, I thrutched my way through the narrow section, 
silently cursing my cowstails, which I was lying on, and up 
and over the boulder.  Mark decided that he needed to de-kit to 
go through, so I waited while he, Mike H, MikeT and Fran 
came up the short climb before I dropped back down it.  I then 
waited until Ann, Alan and Tony had come down the ramp 
before I walked/climbed back up it, meeting Paul at the re-
belay above.  From there it was a steady climb back to surface. 

I took pity on the bright orange slug – and I mean carrot 
coloured! - which had joined us on the floor below the 
entrance pitch and collected it in my glove to take back to the 
surface.  Paul took a couple of photos of me as I emerged from 
the hole and we walked back along the track to the cars.  A 
thoroughly nice little trip, with easy SRT and some very nice 
decorations. 

TUG: 2 hrs – Geoff Ward, Dave Brock, Sylvia Dacre, Paul 
Lydon, Karen Slatcher, Clive Westlake, George Taylor, Mark 
Rushden, Mike Halshaw, Mike Topsom, Fran MacDonald, 
Ann Van der Plank, Alan Van der Plank and Tony Smith 
(x14). 

Karen Slatcher 

Monday, 13 June - Grotte de la Baume de 
       Mont 

Fixed ladders drop into a very large hole in the hillside, at the 
bottom of which a handrail – yes, literally a handrail – guides 
you around the right hand wall of the pot.  At the end of this 
the steps finish, the slope becomes suddenly much steeper and 
slippier and a rope hand-line disappears around the corner to 
the right. 

Paul and I followed Tony down and around the corner, soon 
followed by Alan and Nutmeg (the dog).  While Alan, Nutmeg 
and Paul disappeared off along the passage, Ann and I hung 
around waiting for the others and Tony went back to give Kat 
and Dewi a hand.  In the end, Kat had to turn back at the 
steepest part of the slope, the risk of slipping and re-injuring 
her recently broken coccyx too great to risk, which was a real 
shame as the place was really pretty. 

Considering the open access and the length of time the cave 
has been known off, something in the region of 400 years, the 
decorations are still in pretty good condition and we bimbled 
our way along the passage, clambering up past some large 
stalagmites.  The ‘inscriptions’ began at about this point and 
appeared to become older as we continued along, until we 
came to a final very slippery slope to a small chamber where 
the earliest of the ‘inscriptions’ were to be found, including 
that of local artist, Gustav Courbet. 

From there we began to retrace our steps and I took Nutmeg, 
who seemed to be enjoying herself, back down the clambery 
bit while Dewi did some photography in the main chamber – 
Nutmeg had her own light and decided to attempt to follow 
Ann back along the passage where she was holding a flashgun.  
We emerged to more rain. 

A thoroughly pleasant and interesting trip, sufficiently easy 
enough to lower a small dog into. 

TUG: 1 hour – Tony Smith, Paul Lydon, Alan Brady, Ann 
Van der Plank, Nutmeg Van der Plank, Dewi Lloyd and Kat 
Hawkins. 

Karen Statcher 
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Tuesday, 14 June 2016 – Gouffre de 
     Poupevelle... almost! 

We went to pick Rob up and headed off, taking the D492 
again to Baume-les-Dames.  The campsite at Pont-les-Moulins 
was awash with water after two days of persistent rain – thank 
god we’re not staying there!!  Turned right onto the D683 this 
time and drove out to Clerval, where we took the D117 
heading north to Soye.  From there we headed further up the 
hill and found the track signposted to the Gouffre de 
Pourpevelle straight away, drove along and parked behind 
Alan’s campervan and got changed. 

The problems started as we walked away from the vehicles, 
looking at various tracks leading down into the woods, to see 
if anyone had walked them recently – thinking it would be 
easy to spot footprints as there was a group of about six in 
there yesterday – big mistake!  We walked about ½km further 
along the tarmac lane, turned back, wandered around the 
meadow below the layby we were parked in and then 
wandered back along the track where we’d come up.  Nothing!  
I’d about had enough, I was hot and sweaty in my brand new 
Meander suit – great way to christen it! – but, after an hour 
and a half of wandering aimlessly, we decided to have one last 
good look around the meadow below the cars. 

Paul and I followed a deer track into the woods – nothing.  
When we re-emerged, Rob announced that he’d found it and 
led us to the “thicket” that we’d walked right around not half 
an hour before – doh!  It was so overgrown we couldn’t even 
see the fencing around it.  We went through the gate and 
approached the obvious hole.  It had been rigged as a traverse 
and looked horrible.  Immediately I could see that a better way 
to do it would be to back up to a tree in line with the main tree 
to make it safer to get onto the rope.  Paul got down to the 
middle tree and stood there clinging to it while trying to 
change over his cowstails at floor level.  He gave up and came 
back up.  I had a go and didn’t even get to the tree before I 
backed off it – with the overnight rain, it was treacherously 
slippery and to be honest by this time, I just wanted to go 
somewhere else. 

I think Rob sensed this and he went down and re-rigged the 
sling higher up the middle tree (much more safe) and 
retreated.  We got changed in the rain and drove some miles to 
the Source de la Loue, had a bite to eat and went to see the 
raging torrent coming out of the mouth of the cave – definitely 
a good choice!  It seemed we weren’t the only ones with that 
idea as we met Kat, Sylvia and Graham as we started walking 
back up. 

What I can say about this cave, judging from the state of the 
others, is that it’s very muddy and quite extensive apparently, 
but it’s not easy to find in the middle of summer, unless you 
know where you’re going!! 

TUG: None!!!  Paul Lydon, Rob Murgatroyd and myself. 

Karen Slatcher 

Wednesday, 15 June 2016, Gouffre des 
        Ordons 

Having parked up near the back of a local riding school and 
changed just before a thunderstorm hit, which left us cowering 
under trees (probably not the best place to shelter in 
hindsight!), we followed a track through the woods and turned 
off to the left to a small fenced off area with large boulders. 

Clambering over the fence, by means of stepping from one 
boulder to another where the fence had been effectively 

flattened, I was last to drop into the small hole that was the 
entrance.  The short drop leads to a snug rift and a traverse line 
out over the drop of the second pitch.  Nothing complicated.  
About half way down, I began to get an idea of the scale of the 
vast cavern I was dropping into, so I locked off and took a 
photo of some spectacular large formations protruding from 
the wall nearby. 

Paul had waited for me and we set off along the passage, 
taking quick photos as we went along.  It really is a pretty and 
impressive place, although I imagine it must have been much 
prettier when it was discovered in 1990 – after an afternoon’s 
digging, according to Clive.  The overall size is roughly 15-
20m wide and at least the same height, with some really large 
formations and calcite flows.  Just at a point where you think 
it’s impossible to go any further, a squeeze through a calcite 
constriction on the left of the passage leads into a further 
smaller cavern with another boulder choke blocking the way – 
both ends of the passage are like this. 

More photos were taken as we wandered our way back to the 
entrance pitch and Paul and I did some repair work on the 
tape, which sadly is in quite a poor state in places.  Back at the 
pitch, Paul waited to go up while Clive distributed flash guns 
to myself, Sylvia and Helen, and took myself and Helen back 
along the passage.  As usual the flash gun I had didn’t seem to 
like me and being blind as a bat without my reading glasses, I 
couldn’t really see what I was doing.  It did go off two out of 
three times, so it could be worse!  With Paul now at the top of 
the pitch and Jean well on her way up, Clive distributed an 
electric flash gun to myself and something else to Sylvia.  My 
gun had a firefly with it, so worked perfectly, but Sylvia’s 
flash kept going off quite randomly, apparently when it felt 
like it.  With Helen half way up the pitch, we eventually called 
it a day and I followed Helen up, as the last member of our 
vehicle.  We walked back along through dripping woodland, 
got changed attempting to stay out of the mud as much as 
possible and headed back to the campsite.  A short trip, but 
definitely worth a visit. 

TUG:  2½ hours – Mike Topsom, Clive Westlake, Paul Lydon, 
Fran McDonald, Sylvia Dacre, Jean Brooksbank, Helen Taylor 
and myself. 

Karen Slatcher 

Thursday, 16 June 2016 – Exploration near 
     the Source du Pontet 

We left with Dewi following us in his car and after a couple of 
false starts we got to Mouthier-Haute-Pierre, which is 
surprisingly high up the gorge and has some stonking views up 
the valley over the gorge; this bit is really like the Vercors. 

We passed the road down to the hydro station on our right 
with a small parking space opposite and pulled into a larger 
parking space around the corner.  I thought I could see the 
track going off on the right on the next corner, so ran up the 
road to check and yes, there was another large parking space a 
bit further up.  Moved the cars, changed and walked down, 
following the well signposted track and paths, straight to the 
entrance – easy peasy!  Having seen the photos, we knew what 
to expect, but the entrance is obvious anyway, between the 
cliff and a ginormous boulder.  I went and found a bush and 
then followed the others into the cave. 
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Grotte des Faux Monnayeurs + Grotte de la Vieille 
Roche & the Source du Pontet 

The entrance to the Grotte de Faux Mannayeurs is a very large 
entrance in the side of a cliff, accessed by a fixed ladder with 
handrails either side – apparently it’s popular with tourists.  
It’s basically a large tube that heads directly into the hillside, 
easy walking for the first 30m, then an easy clamber up onto a 
higher level.  Looking back along this it was possible to see 
the passage, which is the Grotte de la Vieille Roche, named as 
a separate cave, but really just a side passage. 

Paul and I continued, but the passage was becoming grubbier 
and Dewi decided that he would turn back – he wasn’t 
wearing an oversuit and we were - and take some photos.  
Shortly after we reached a dead end of the main passage and 
took a small clamber up on the right hand side.  The passage 
continued quite large again, but along this section, with a 
hading (Derbyshire mining term for a sloping bedding or fault) 
wall on the left of the passage, it was possible to see that the 
beds were almost horizontal in aspect. 

The noise of water had been getting louder from a distant 
rumble at the point where Dewi turned back to a full on roar as 
we approached what was apparently a boiling sump.  We’re 
still not sure whether we reached the ‘Bassin’ on the survey, or 
a drop down before that, but needless to say, we couldn’t go 
any further! 

Re-tracing our steps we explored the Vieille Roche all the way 
to the exit on a ledge 35m above the entrance to the Faux 
Monnayeurs.  It was noticeable that this passage is directly 
opposite the Grotte de Nouailles across the valley, at exactly 
the same height.  The Nouailles looks bigger, but apparently it 
was enlarged by the hydro-electric station and you can see 
pipes entering the tunnel.  Walking back down the tunnel and 
back to the lower entrance, we encountered Dewi who asked 
for our assistance to take some photos.  I was slowly par-
boiling in my Meander suit – despite the fact that I’d forgotten 
my furry and was just wearing my outdoor gear – so I 
removed it and enjoyed the cool cave air. 

We were just about to start the third attempt at the photo, 
when a voice shouted ‘hello’ from the entrance and after 
receiving some verbal abuse, Ann and Alan appeared and 
proceeded to enter the passage.  Their plan was to explore the 
cave – we explained about the sump – and then abseil out of 
the Vieille Roche back down to the ground – sounded fun! 

Meanwhile we decided to check out the Source du Pontet, 
which was fairly roaring out of the gorge below.  It wasn’t far 
and didn’t fail to impress, a large waterfall and lots of spray 
emitting from the bottom of the cliff – awesome!  After much 
photography, with me standing on a strategic boulder enjoying 
the cool spray from the waterfall, we retraced our steps back to 
the cars.  A very enjoyable little potter for a couple of hours. 

TUG:  Half an hour, if that – Dewi Lloyd, Paul Lydon & 
myself. 

Karen Slatcher 

Friday, 17 June 2016 – Gouffre de la Combe 
       de Malvaux 

This was probably our most adventurous excursion of the 
week and the first interesting bit was going to be finding the 
entrance. 

After parking in a large cleared area at the side of the track 
through the forestry, we started walking back along the road 
and almost immediately the bank down to the level of the 

fields below began to get higher and steeper.  George 
suggested we drop down there, but Paul walked a bit further 
up to the road, almost to a slight left hand bend and discovered 
a metal post about a metre tall with bright orange paint on the 
top.  This appeared to be heading in roughly the right 
direction, so we followed it.  There was an obvious route 
down the bank and we followed a small path of sorts straight 
down the slope.  We crossed a rough forestry track running 
parallel to the road and crossed straight over this, past an odd 
plastic stick with a round thing on the top, which I took to 
mean we were on the right track.  Paul, who was a way ahead, 
shouted that he’d found another orange metal post and that he 
thought he’d found the entrance – bingo!  Given our recent 
track record, this was a definite success.  We crossed the 
bottom of the doline, which is a mass of overgrown, mossy 
boulders, so it’s easy to end up losing a leg between them, and 
crossed to the right and then back across to the left under a big 
fallen tree.  The cave entrance is quite small and could be 
easily overlooked. 

Paul disappeared inside and went feet first down the passage, 
which was clearly getting smaller.  After some struggling, he 
decided he didn’t fit and George went to take a look.  He 
dropped down into a passage below, so I had a go and got 
stuck.  I came back up again and Jean went to go down the 
passage, jumping away as her hand on the roof dislodged a 
tiny bat, which then attempted to squeeze under a boulder on 
the floor.  While Jean was tackling the hole, I managed to 
persuade the bat to clamber onto a small flat stone and popped 
it on a shelf out of the way.  Meanwhile, Jean had managed to 
get through on her side, although she said there was a pointy 
boulder in the floor that was awkward to get over.  Removing 
several bits of extraneous kit, I had another go on my side, and 
once I’d got my hips over said pointy boulder, popped through 
and dropped into a small space about a metre square. 

The passage continued still small and awkward (sitting height 
in places) and Paul had several more goes at getting down the 
initial hole, without success; his legs were too long.  He said 
he was heading back to the car, so I followed Jean down the 
passage feet first through another awkward hole and around a 
right hand bend where it fell away more steeply, but still 
awkwardly, to a ledge.  George had rigged a big Y hang, 
which dropped nicely the 6m to the chamber below.  This 
appeared to have three separate avens to it, including the one 
we’d dropped.  I had a climb up and looked over into a parallel 
aven, but apart from a small rift going off high up, there 
appeared to be no way on and I didn’t investigate the small 
rift.  George meanwhile had dropped down a hole into the 
floor (with a small amount of water) and was heard grovelling 
away below us.  He returned and said “I think I can get 
through if I take my SRT kit off”, at which point I realised we 
were doomed.  Once he’d come back out, I removed 
extraneous kit and had two goes at getting into the passage to 
investigate the tight meander ahead, but didn’t really try that 
hard and bottled out.  Jean had removed ALL her SRT kit, so 
dropped through that bit and disappeared, but came back 
saying that she wasn’t sure.  George said he’d have a go if she 
was willing to go on and she said the same – I’d already said I 
wasn’t - but with neither of them desperately keen to push it 
further, we agreed that it was now nice above ground and we 
had lots of clearing up to do back at the campsite, so we’d just 
head out again. 

TUG:  ¾ hour (maybe!) – George Taylor, Jean Brooksbank, 
Paul Lydon (ish) and myself.  Karen Slatcher 
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Saturday, 16 January - Alum Pot 

After kitting up, we dropped into the streamway and walked 
through the dry section very carefully as it was covered in 
snow and ice.  Keith tried to take the first right turning – not 
sure where that goes – but we sent him on.  The water was 
absolutely freezing, unsurprisingly, and my wellies were full 
of water before we even got into the fossil passage, so I started 
to lose feeling quite early on.  Got to Double Shuffle Pool and 
while the other two disappeared, Pete hung onto me as I slid 
down so I could get past it without getting wet.  He then threw 
the bags across and I was too close, so got splashed anyway.  
Plank Pool was actually more difficult, but I managed not to 
fall in that either – yay!  We arrived at the climb down to find 
a rope on it, which Keith had set up.  Pete used it to get down 
and pulled it down behind him. 

Then we arrived at the pitch and found Gareth belaying James 
down the ladder in the cleft, with his father at the bottom and 
Boyd at the top.  Pete said Doug, Toni and Cooper had had to 
go back to the hut because they'd left their lights there.  Doug 
was having the same sort of start as I was! 

There was a group of three in front of us and they’d gone 
down into the cleft, so we dropped the usual flake route.  We'd 
been admiring the huge photo just inside the door at Bernies 
earlier and I was convinced that it had been doctored because 
it showed the waterfall - I was absolutely sure that you can't 
see the waterfall from the window.  But when we arrived at 
the bottom there it was... the waterfall and the trees above at 
the far end of what looked like a very small pothole!  Very 
odd!  Clearly my photos are crap as I'm sure you can't see any 
of that in them!  

Anyway, there was a lot of water falling from above, which 
surprised me as it seemed fairly dry otherwise, but fortunately 
it didn't seem to be turning to ice, despite the fact that it was 
very cold as cold air seemed to be dropping down from the 
surface.  We all started to get cold about that time.  Keith 
rigged the Greasy Slab and Paul, myself and Pete followed.  
Boyd had been looking at rigging it, but James had fallen in 
one of the pools on the way in and he was feeling the cold, so 
they headed back out. 

The three guys in front of us took the right hand route 
avoiding the Greasy Slab, and were moving extremely slowly 
so Keith had caught them up at the short drop down to the 
bridge. When I caught up with Pete, it appeared that they 
planned to down the second half of the tree route, so after 
they’d shuffled across the Bridge, he followed. 

At this point Pete decided to go back to Dolly Tubs and give 
Doug a hand, so he headed back along the traverse and was 
hauled back up the Greasy Slab by one of the two guys 
following us, who appeared to be practising rescue techniques.  
Meanwhile Paul got onto the top of the Bridge, only to 
discover that it was a sheet of ice on the top, it wasn’t just wet 
and slimy – no wonder the other two had crawled across.  He 
backed off it and shouted down to Keith, who was going down 
anyway.  I then took the 30m rope and followed, reversing 
very carefully on my knees across the top few feet that were 
icy. 

One of the two guys had started down to look at our route, but 
he was happy to come back up so I could drop down and I 
arrived at the pitch head in time to see Keith about to land at 

the bottom.  As I did the re-belay I managed to drop a krab 
and Roamer Handy down the pitch while I was removing my 
foot loop to stand in to unclip my cowstail, but it went 
nowhere near Keith luckily.  When I landed I could see ice 
upstream nearer the bottom of the waterfall, but where we 
landed directly below the Bridge it seemed to be just wet 
fortunately.  I stayed on the rope anyway, just in case, while I 
looked around for my krab.  It was only a few feet away, so I 
retrieved it and joined Keith below. 

He took the bag and rigged the left hand traverse route that 
avoids all the wet splashy stuff on the right, while I sat and ate 
a Mars Bar.  It was already noticeably warmer at this point as 
we were sort of back underground.  At the top of the last 
cascade, Keith said he wanted to go to the bottom proper to 
see just how much water was coming down Diccan.  I said I’d 
wait and started replacing my soggy gloves with some nice dry 
ones.  Unfortunately I could only do the left one in the end, as 
I had two lefts and no right – pants! 

Once he returned, we went back to the bottom of the final 
pitch and I prussiked on up and left him de-rigging, so I could 
get as far up the main pitch as possible before he caught me 
up.  The other group appeared to have vanished completely, so 
I had a straight forward ascent to below the bridge, where Paul 
called out once he could see me – he was still waiting and very 
cold.  When Keith arrived, I took the 30m bag from him and 
left him de-rigging, crawled back over the top of the Bridge 
and Paul and I started off along the ledge.  Paul overtook me at 
the top of the Greasy Slab and I waited to switch bags with 
Keith, so he could pack the second smaller rope into the half 
empty bag I had. 

We managed to get up Dolly Tubs just before Doug and co 
were ready and Pete waited by the flake while we went up.  
Toni was freezing and I was quite warm at that point, so I 
went and sat next to her to try to warm her up a bit.  Hopefully 
the abseiling etc took her mind off being so cold as they set off 
down.  Paul had rigged the climb up, so I half climbed it with 
my jammers on, just in case and we were soon all up.  I tried a 
different route on the rift just beyond, which I always find 
difficult, helped by Keith who stopped me slipping off again. 

We were soon back in daylight and after a brief trip into the 
Diccan entrance to look at the low dry way to Dolly Tubs, we 
walked back to the cars after a reasonably successful trip. 

TUG:  3 hours – Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon, 
Pete Wagstaff, Boyd Potts, Gareth Harrison, James Harrison, 
Gareth’s father Mr Harrison (Boyd might know his name), 
Doug Hobbs, Toni Wintin and Cooper Hobbs. 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday, 24 January 2016 – Whalf Pipe 
Climbing Shaft / Engine Shaft / Parallel 
Shaft or ‘How Not to do a Re-belay!’ 

There were a few of us, so a choice of routes was taken with 
Pete Wag, newbie Andy, Paul, Boyd and Chris Jackson going 
down the Climbing Shaft route and some then exploring the 
route down to Waterfall Chamber via Chain Pitch.  Keith and I 
however, chose to go in via the Engine Shaft and Parallel 
Shaft. 
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The Engine Shaft is big and the main lid is very heavy, but 
there’s a secondary lid that keeps the shaft safe.  It’s also 
surprisingly easy to get into. 

Keith rigged and disappeared into the letterbox into the 
parallel shaft and I eased myself into the shaft, closed the 
small lid and set off down the shaft.  The letterbox is a large 
one, but it’s about two-thirds of the way down the shaft, so it 
took some time to get to.  The beddings you drop through are 
mostly quite small and there are beds of brachiopods, like 
those in Stoney Middleton Dale.  It’s odd, but I don’t 
remember seeing beds like these in any of the other shafts in 
the area – although that could just be a faulty memory!!!  Part 
way down, there also appears to be an abrupt change from 
quite a dark limestone to a much paler one – again I haven’t 
noticed this in other shafts in the area. 

Getting into the letterbox was surprisingly easy – this route 
was a first for me (and probably the last!!) - and I waited at the 
top of the parallel shaft while Keith rigged on down.  It 
appears to have been used as a climbing shaft, judging by the 
stemple holes and started as an oval picked (and possibly 
blasted) shaft, but then comes to a more natural and narrower 
section, which kinks about.  It could do with a deviation, but 
there isn’t one and the rock is worn very smooth by rope rub, 
so not really a problem. 

Keith had advised me to go to the furthest bolt on the re-belay 
at the bottom where you enter the roof of the chamber below.  
If I’d had a better look at the re-belay in general, I probably 
wouldn’t have become so hung up, but I just did as I was 
advised.  All went well initially, I clipped my short cowstail 
into the bolt, released the upper rope and re-rigged my bobbin 
with the lower rope, but as the two bolts were over a metre 
apart, there was a good long length of rope on either side of 
the knot and I was on the side with the loop.  When I came to 
un-hang myself from the bolt, I realised that I couldn’t use the 
loop to clip my foot loop into, as it would pull through and I 
wouldn’t get the height I needed. 

My first thought was to get back on the rope above, but I 
couldn’t reach it, nowhere near... now what?!  Checking out 
the kit I had with me, I unclipped a length of 6mm cord that I 
use as a bag-dangler, clipped the krab attached to it into the 
bolt, clipped my foot-loop onto the cord, not sure it would 
actually grip it, but it did.  Then I made my second mistake.  
In order to gain sufficient height, I pushed the jammer quite a 
way up the cord, stood up and released my short cowstail.  
What I hadn’t taken into account was that I was now dangling 
about ten inches below the knot, eighteen inches or so to my 
left, and my jammer was much higher and completely loaded.  
And I had no more kit! 

By this time I had quite an audience – all six of them to be 
specific – and the advice was flying thick and fast as I dangled 
a few metres above them.  I had nothing else to use, so a sling 
was clipped into the rope and I pulled it up.  I could only just 
reach the bolt and even though it was a metre long and I could 
get my foot into it, I now didn’t have the strength to pull 
myself upright to unclip the jammer.  Another sling came up 
on the rope and I roughly tied it in a loop through the other 
one, stood up and just managed to remove my cord and 
jammer.  Leaving the two slings in-situ, as I couldn’t even 
vaguely reach them, I abseiled to the bottom.  After a brief 
discussion about who was going where and which way out – 
when I decided to go back up the shaft (glutton for 
punishment!) – we split up and went to explore.  I’ve been in 

the Whalf Pipe/Hillocks part of the system a number of times, 
but I still don’t have much idea about where I’m going!! 

Once we’d done our wandering, we all went off in different 
directions.  Keith did offer to go up and make the loop on the 
upper rope bigger, but I honestly thought I’d be able to reach 
it, if I was just hanging on the Y.  I think if I’d stood up and 
made the change in one move, instead of attempting to remove 
my Kroll, sit in my harness and attach the upper rope into my 
Kroll, I’d probably have managed, but once I was hanging 
about sixteen inches below the knot, I couldn’t get anywhere 
near... again!  One quick changeover and I landed back down 
at the bottom and Keith went up and adjusted it. 

We were both very quiet as I followed him up, de-rigging as I 
went and then passed him to get onto the main pitch.  After all 
the flailing around and hauling of lardy body into an upright 
position on the way down, my left bicep was complaining, 
plus I couldn’t get my chest harness tight enough (an ongoing 
issue involving several adjustments over recent weeks) and 
that additional four inches or so of loop meant my prussiking 
technique was pretty rubbish and I made slow progress back to 
the surface.  Shouting ‘rope free’ back down the shaft, I 
removed the offending chest harness and threw it over the 
wall, vowing to go back to my old long tape harness for my 
next SRT trip. 

Next time, I’ll do the Climbing Shaft!! 

TUG:  2 hours – Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon, 
Pete Wagstaff, Andy Cavill, Boyd Potts and Chris Jackson 

Karen Slatcher 

Absolute Beginner – the Start of a new 
Adventure 

“My legs hurt after the first trip – now it's my arms that 
ache!”.  This was my response to a question Rob Protheroe-
Jones, his son Hywel and Phil Wall asked me last week at the 
SWCC Cottage – “How have you found your two trips with 
Orpheus?” When pressed further - “Will you be going again 
then?” unhesitatingly, with an enthusiastic smile, and without 
much analysis or thought I said “Yes definitely!” 

My partner Mike Moore (a member of OCC – 'but not very 
active and not very good at caving' - his words) took me down 
Giants on a rainy day last Summer.  “There's a lot of water 
here today” he said as he dangled me down a flimsy looking 
electron ladder at Garland's Pot.  “It's not high!” he answered 
when I pointed out that I was afraid of heights – especially wet 
ones.  His assurances continued, “the DCA has installed and 
tested these belays in the wall – they will each take the weight 
of a Landrover – yes one of those big ones, honest!”.  Being a 
trusting soul I was soon setting off down Crab Walk – I didn't 
need to ask where the name came from! 

I am now a proud, Prospective Member of OCC.  Mike 
convinced me to give it a try and said I was now up to his 
experience and skill levels anyway! and they (OCC members) 
are the best cavers in the world and look after people. 

My first outing with Orpheus was at Peak Cavern at the end of 
January.  I felt (and was) very privileged to be walking past 
the general public tour looking like a 'real caver' (if they only 
knew!) and descending “one of the best caves in the UK” 
(Mike again!). 

We arrived late (Mike again ...) at the Technical Support 
Group of the British Speleological Association's Premises – 
i.e. the Chapel Hotel, HQ and Apartment Building at Castleton 
(yes that's how Mike seriously described it!).  Boyd and Pete 
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Wagstaff – Waggie, were waiting for us – they looked very 
patient and were very polite as Mike made his daft excuses for 
being late.  Boyd very kindly lent me a helmet and an 
expensive lamp.  Pete then led Mike and myself down Peak 
Cavern. 

We went down the Surprise View - “it's ok there's a chain 
thinggie to hold on to” (yes him again!) and then explored the 
main stream passage both ways.  My 'whhooos and 'aarrs' 
prompted Pete to give us an interesting commentary – why the 
passages were so big, what a sump is, why the mud looked 
like terraced cliffs at a beach, the age of the cave and when it 
was formed and why there were scrubbing brushes hanging up 
next to a pool – and other interesting facts that I now know – I 
almost now feel like a 'Speleologist' – a word I learnt this 
month whilst buying a magazine and an 'almost as good as a 
Petzel' lamp in Phil's Caving Supplies shop in Buxton – 
interesting shop plus nostalgic 'remember when' conversations 
from Mike and Phil.  The lamp – a Fenix, was brill as it turned 
out. 

My favourite part was my immersion in the Muddy Ducks – 
like taking a refreshing bath – I had Mike's wet suit socks and 
his wet suit on – it was fun watching his expression behind me 
as he followed me through in his thin, posh, cotton socks and 
his feet turned into cold, numb blocks within his Whernside 
Wellies (he was moving very slowly because I was in the way 
– not on purpose, honest!).  On the way back scaffolding poles 
were being pulled through the ducks to be taken to 'shore up a 
dig further down'.  I now know what a dig is – but Pete said 
that I needed practical experience in digging on a digging trip?  
Not sure what he means?  The people coming through with the 
poles were very polite as I constantly got in their way too! 

Galena Chamber and the 'extremely arduous' climb up to it 
and the descent of the 'massive, death defying' slithery climb 
after it, I found difficult – we could have sent a video of my 
progress to You've Been Framed – honestly!  The walk back 
through Castleton with my new hair-do was entertaining too.  
It was brill - thanks Pete. 

Last week Mike took me on a 'Welsh Caving Expedition'.  
Boyd Potts looked after us all weekend and led us through 
OFD.  The SWCC hostel was an experience in itself.  I keep 
describing it to friends and colleagues - its desolate location on 
the wild limestone moors (it was misty, windy and raining all 
weekend so ....) the rooms and how each used to be a cottage 
and how the buildings were used in the filming of an episode 
of Torchwood (another nugget of knowledge I gained) but I 
can't get across to them how brilliant it was. 

We had separate rooms – I was in the lady's quarters and Mike 
was alone (for two nights) because there was a vicious (but 
true) rumour that he snores (the truth often hurts).  We had a 
meal cooked by top chefs Phil Wall and Rob Protheroe-Jones.  
Rob's son Hywel supervised and kept them under control, you 
know how chefs can be (Mike just brought the wine and 
pretended to be a wine expert!).  A slide show from Boyd 
about his two and a half year stay in the Antarctic, given in 
front of the big open fire in the common room, topped off an 
excellent evening.  The next day – Sunday, there was a 
mountain rescue – two people had been out all night on the 
moors nearby and the Cave Rescue were helping find them.  
Very surreal – rescue vans, ambulances in the mist, maps 
opened up in the Board Room, Walkie Talkies going off – 
mist, wind and rain outside still – we felt for the missing 
people – they were found OK on the Sunday afternoon. 

The cave trip on the Saturday was even more exciting.  Boyd 
led Mike and I and Rob, Phil and Hywel formed a sub team 
that patiently kept waiting for us. Rain was forecast and the 
black clouds were already around. 

It was decided to use the Lower Entrance and check the main 
stream passage at 'the step'.  This was OK and calculations 
were made related to the time to go upstream to the main 
escape route versus the time for the stream to respond to the 
weather– so off we went.  The stream did rise, as we thought it 
would, as we got nearer the tributary to the escape route but 
not enough (as decided earlier) to cause a problem – I did take 
a while to work my way up this 'stream' though. 

Then we were off to the escape route.  Boyd nipped up the 
'massive' ten foot wall out of the tributary passage – whoosh 
he went - “see it's easy” (shut up Mike!).  I couldn't pull 
myself up the thin knotted rope so I had to be 'manipulated' – 
not a glamorous sight.  Boyd pulled me up using the fixed 
hemp rope, Mike pushed from below and I sort of guided 
myself as the manipulation progressed!  Three young girls 
then appeared and as I was trying to stand up after my serious 
bit of caving, they whizzed down the ropes the other way – 
they came back whilst I was 'recovering' and whooshed past us 
this time on the way out – they took Boyd's advice - the stream 
was now too high.  (They could have pretended to struggle on 
the rope climb though! Thanks girls :) 

The rest of my journey up the escape route could have been 
videoed for You've Been Framed – the climb up the boulder 
slope was slow (wellies easily get stuck) and the descent 
through the tube like crawls were 'sporty' to me and my lady-
like composure did not return until I reached the surface (one 
area was like those descending water slide tubes at the 
swimming baths – without the water – “just do a controlled 
fall and use your elbows to slow you down and stop”  (Thanks 
Mike !!! aarrggghhhh!)  Boyd's helmet (head) stopped me in 
the end!!) 

We met up with our sub-team and they were giving us 
important (scary to me) measurements related to the now high 
water in the stream (now river) passage.  They had been to the 
upper sump – the water level gurgled and rose just under two 
foot in the six minutes they were there.  The water was now 
two or three feet higher at the 'step'.  We did walk past the 
torrent later as we progressed through the cave back to the 
lower entrance – it was then torrential, booming and 
dangerous – the young girls had made the right decision. 

Once out of the cave we then descended the gorge path back to 
the road – this was now a brook, not a path, and the main 
resurgence and the main river looked very 'active'. 

This has all been an adventure to me and the best thing I have 
done in a long time – the hot shower at the SWCC hostel 
brought me back from the battering (it was a battering – what 
are you laughing at?!) of the sporty aspects of OFD. 

I want to thank Boyd Potts and Pete Wagstaff for leading my 
beginner's trips, for making me so welcome and for their 
patience and for really looking after me (and Mike!!).  Mike 
however is right about the OCC. 

Thanks also to the SWCC – the hostel is brilliant, and to the 
Master Chefs – Phil Wall, Rob Protheroe-Jones and his son 
Hywel for the Saturday evening meal, for waiting for me to 
catch up and again for making me welcome - and Boyd’s talk 
was fab. 

Mike's only saving grace was the wine!  :) 

Mel Chapman. 
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EASTER 2016 

Friday, 25 March 2016 – Ireby Fell Cavern 

We had just parked and started getting changed when Tom 
Peacock, a fellow Northern Pennine Club member, turned up 
looking for a trip underground.  I know Tom from the days 
when I was BCA Training Administrator, a CIC and 
Trainer/Assessor for BCA’s training scheme, who now lives 
near the Lakes.  An invite was extended and he said he would 
like to join us. 

The weather was forecast to stay dry, but there was an 
ominous cloud or two as we trudged (in my case anyway) 
across the moor to the large shakehole where Ireby is situated.  
The stream was running – I can’t remember the last time I saw 
that, so we must have been up in some very dry conditions in 
the past. 

Everyone started dropping in and I unusually brought up the 
rear as I had no tackle bag!!  Yay!  It was surprisingly drippy 
in there – again a sign that we’ve only visited in very dry 
conditions in the last couple of years – so I hung back above 
Bell pitch, as it’s particularly bad there.  Having quickly 
passed Pussy pitch, we were into the crawly, rifty section and 
with a dodgy wrist, I wasn’t quick, but it didn’t really matter. 

Paul and I caught up with Keith and Tom at Well pitch, which 
was also soon passed and after another short section, we came 
to the final pitch, the short Rope.  All the pitches were pre-
rigged with maybe 9mm... or maybe 8mm!! rope... gulp – but 
we chose to ignore those, which were obviously for quick 
access and there didn’t seem much point in just giving the 
ropes we’d brought a nice wetting. 

The last section to Duke Street was quick and we’d done the 
whole trip in something like 1½ hours.  After a short chocolate 
break, we retraced our steps with myself and Tom getting 
ahead of Keith and Paul.  Once Tom had a bag, we just headed 
for surface and emerged into sunshine, although the entrance 
was in the shade and it was quite fresh, even in the sun.  I was 
just beginning to get seriously cold when Paul emerged, 
closely followed by Keith and we headed back to the cars. 

TUG:  3½ hours – Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Tom Peacock 
(NPC) & Karen Slatcher 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday, 26 March 2016 – Sell Gill Holes, 
       Fossil Route 

Walked up the fields from New Houses onto the track and up 
to the entrance.  A group of youngsters were heading in, the 
two girls obviously novices, so they took a little while to get 
sorted out.  It gave me time to catch my breath and cool down 
a bit, although I was glad of the extra layer I’d decided to put 
on, as it was a fresh wind.  Fortunately the rain that was due 
held off and we were able to get underground without getting 
wet. 

It became apparent that the group in front were more than 
three as we approached the head of the third pitch.  Another 
guy was standing on the ‘shelf’ below the initial take-off and 
directing the girls down.  He stayed there while the rest of us 
bottomed the lowest pitch and went exploring.  I half expected 
Paul to suggest that we start heading straight back up, but he 
didn’t and we started dropping down the boulders towards the 
bottom corner. 

Paul pointed up to the right, somewhere neither of us had been 
before, so we went up and had a look.  There’s a lot of 

chamber up there, with walls covered in flowstone, but also 
some serious hanging death, so we didn’t push it.  Having 
dropped down to the bottom, we decided that it wasn’t worth 
getting wet, so we started back up, discovering two large frogs 
on the way.  They both looked happy and quite fat, so I left 
them, because I didn’t want to try taking two live frogs out 
when I’d collected so much rubbish on the way in and 
managed to damage the rubbish bag as well. 

We arrived back at the bottom to find one girl had gone up, the 
second one was on her way, leaving the younger guy and an 
older woman at the bottom still.  They very generously let us 
past and we continued to surface, arriving to find it was still 
dry – the forecast was wrong!  Hurrah!! 

TUG:  2 hours – Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher 

Karen Slatcher 

Sunday, 27 March 2016 – Marble Steps 

I took one of our three bags and we headed off up the lane.  I 
actually managed to keep up until we left the lane, but as we 
started uphill I began to flag badly.  Even Keith couldn’t keep 
up with Gareth and Adam. 

Arriving at the gully we found a rope in-situ part of the way 
down, but it was pretty green and slimy.  That didn’t stop us 
using it, of course!  Keith started rigging part way down and 
we were soon all down at the bottom of the gully.  The first 
proper re-belay is really quite awkward, but apart from that it 
was easier than I remember and not as far either.  Keith hadn’t 
used the last single bolt (which is quite a nasty one, if memory 
serves) because the rope only just reached the bottom on a 
straight drop, so you probably need a 70m to do it properly. 

Landing at the bottom, Keith was pointing out the Side 
Winder route that lands further down the chamber – there’s 
also a rope going up somewhere above.  We, however, did an 
immediate right and followed a walking passage a short way. 

Ahead was a clamber down over boulders, but we ducked 
under a shelf to the left and followed a tortuous route down a 
couple of short drops to a flat-out grovel over a boulder, where 
I got stuck.  Wriggling back out of it, I tried again minus my 
bobbin and krabs, but still couldn’t do it – turned out it was 
my wee bag that was getting jammed on a boulder sticking out 
and once I removed that I popped through. 

Back on our feet again we crossed a chamber on the left-hand 
side, clambered over a couple of reasonable-sized boulders 
jammed in the top of a rift, followed a ledge on the right-hand 
side above the rift and came to the top of that really awkward 
climb down.  A bold step across takes you to the safety of a 
traverse line, but where it then goes up on a corner, Keith 
attached our rope, so we could traverse across to a single bolt 
out on the wall and drop to the bottom.  Quite a faff actually. 

The passage ahead narrowed to a rift passage, a short hands 
and knees section, then more stooping/walking passage, that’s 
actually pretty straight.  The passage did a 90º turn to the left, 
at which point we climbed up and traversed around another 
90º bend to the right and along to where the rigging started for 
the next pitch.  The traverse is straightforward, but the pitch 
was quite snug on me, although I have been eating too much 
chocolate recently! 

At the bottom in a small chamber, the passage continued along 
another traverse line.  I started along it, but there were shouts 
from above from Adam, who was trying to get onto the pitch 
rope and my wee bag was hooked in it and I’d dragged it 
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along behind me – darn bag!  Having sorted that out, I caught 
up with Gareth who was waiting while Keith rigged the ’90. 

I decided at that point that I would head slowly out and I left 
them to the delights of the ’90 and the pitch below and began 
bimbling my way back out.  Having negotiated the tight pitch 
with comparative ease I found myself back at the bottom of 
the awkward climb up.  Curious to see what was actually 
along the rift at ground level, I walked a short way to a pile of 
rubble and noticed on the way back out that there were 
numerous small ledges at various heights.  Studying it a bit 
more closely, I realised that it would actually be comparatively 
easy (even for me!) to get back up without following the 
ropes, which was exactly what I did. 

Approaching the grovelly section and not particularly wanting 
to get stuck again, especially when there was a likelihood that 
I would be there for some time on my own, I clambered up to 
where it started and noticed a hole on the left that we’d gone 
straight past on the way in.  It was a bit wet, but I decided to 
see where it went, hoping that I might be able to avoid the 
crawls – and, more importantly, the numerous small and quite 
tight drops that we’d come down.  After the initial low section, 
the passage opened up and was easy walking to a chamber.  
To the left it was possible to hear water falling, which seemed 
quite strange when the rest of the cave is generally so dry.  To 
the right was a climb up boulders, which I explored.  There 
was one interesting move and I was up and could see the route 
down into the grovelly section was now on my right and the 
pitches up were now straight ahead!  Yay!  Leaving my bag 
and a couple of other bits of metal ware, I clambered back 
down and went to explore the passage leading to wherever the 
water was coming from.  Having ascertained that I didn’t fit at 
one section and it was choice of grovelling on the floor (in 
mud) or clambering over the top (which looked tricky), I 
removed the rest of my kit, including my belt and belly-
flopped through underneath.  The waterfall in the small 
chamber at the end of the passage was maybe twenty feet high 
and there was nowhere else to go, so I re-traced my steps (and 
belly-flopping), put my kit back on and went back through the 
low bit to wait for the others and show them the bypass. 

After sitting for a while, sitting in the dark for a while singing 
to myself and getting generally bored, I decided to see if there 
was any rubbish I could collect and remove from the cave in 
the next chamber, so I went through.  There wasn’t.  I sat 
down and stared into space for a while and then, noticing that 
there were several bits of flat stone, a sandstone of sorts, as 
opposed to the limestone that littered the floor, I started 
making a small sculpture (more of a stone pile really).  I was 
just beginning to get to the point where it was getting big 
enough to collapse, when a light appeared the other side of the 
rifty bit and Adam clambered up and over. 

We started heading out through the bypass and I was at the 
bottom of the main part of the entrance series when I heard 
voices below.  Before long Gareth joined myself and Adam at 
the top and he headed off to get changed.  Keith meanwhile 
had a Pantin malfunction as the strap under his foot came 
undone and a buckle went bouncing off down the gully.  He’d 
just reached the deviation and had to do a changeover and go 
back down to retrieve it before de-rigging. 

Emerging from the shakehole to glorious sunshine was a 
surprise given the forecast, but we weren’t complaining and 
we were able to change in dry, sunny conditions before 
heading back to Ingleton. 

TUG:  3 hours – Keith Slatcher, Adam Geens, Gareth Harrison 
& Karen Slatcher 

Karen Slatcher 

Monday, 28 March 2016 - Aquamole 

Wanting to do a short-ish trip, we chose Aquamole and Jean 
Brooksbank, another Pennine member, asked if she could join 
us. 

As usual, it was a slow walk up to the entrance.  Keith set off 
rigging and Paul offered to close the lid, so I grabbed the 
second bag and followed him, with Adam close behind.  The 
third pitch has a couple of deviations on it and at the bottom is 
a large shelf and Keith was waiting for the next bag.  Once I’d 
passed it on and he set off again, Adam came down with the 
third bag and I stepped to one side so he could follow Keith 
once he’d finished rigging.  Jean soon joined me on the shelf 
and it became a bit crowded, so I called up to Paul to wait a 
minute. 

Keith was now entering the ‘wet zone’ and there was a 
considerable amount of cussing going on as there was an in-
situ rope to get in the way.  I’d advised Adam to wait until 
Keith cleared the second re-belay and he was still waiting 
when there was a lot of swearing and a shout to say that the 
rope was too short and to use the in-situ rope for the final drop 
into the chamber below.  We still haven’t worked out why a 
30m rope wasn’t long enough, as we haven’t had a problem in 
the past.  Just in case – be aware rope 86 may be less than 
30m!! 

I had fun getting down that last piece of rope as it was 11mm 
and I had to physically feed the rope through my Simple bit by 
bit.  Paul opted not to come down at all, so Keith and Adam 
set off through the crawls, while Jean and I sat and chatted for 
a while. 

In the end I got cold, so we started back up again and waited 
with Paul at the big shelf above the wet bit.  After a bit I 
decided to head for surface.  Paul offered to give me the car 
key, but I said no, which was a mistake in hindsight.  Jean and 
I ended up dangling just inside the entrance as it was too darn 
cold to surface.  Eventually we heard the ‘boys’ returning and 
we clambered out, shortly after followed by Paul. 

TUG: 2½ hours – Keith Slatcher, Adam Geens, 
Jean Brooksbank (NPC), Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday, 16 April 2016 – Queens Shaft to 
    Youd’s Level through-trip 

As it was the weekend of the AGM, we had arranged a trip 
locally and the through trip from near the top of Masson Hill, 
emerging in the grassy area behind the toilet block in the car 
park at Artists’ Corner had been suggested and agreed. 

Having partially kitted up in said car park, our group of six 
jumped into three of the vehicles and we drove up to the 
parking area on Masson Hill. 

After a quick chat with Wayne Sheldon and Phil Wolstencroft 
who were heading into the same area, we walked over to the 
shaft and Pete rigged off a scaff bar at the very top of the 
shaft, spotting a bolt on the top of the boulder after Keith had 
headed down.  I followed and was surprised at the snugness of 
the shaft in places.  At the bottom it was muddy, so I ducked 
into a larger chamber nearby where Keith was, which was 
much drier.  I had quite a look around while the other 
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descended.  Pete said that to the right was a potential exit into 
the side of the quarry that’s blocked.  Our way on was sort of 
straight.  We hadn’t gone very far before we passed under a 
shaft and Pete called forward to say that we should start 
climbing.  I followed Keith up the first easy section and he 
then dropped down again.  Checking with Pete, it quickly 
became obvious that we needed to continue on up and there 
was quite a bit of searching for a way up and on.  I was last up 
in the end with a pull from Pete in a particularly awkward bit, 
while the others cooled down – it was warm work! 

We then began to clamber back down again to the same sort of 
level – interesting in places!!  Following the passage we 
continued to drop steeply and the whole nature of the place 
began to change dramatically.  We encountered a small stream 
that disappeared and re-appeared and we soon found the 
dressing floor, a walled area on the floor.  Following the 
stream we dropped some more and then came to the squeezes.  
I’d ended up at the back somehow, but I knew that if other 
members of our group could get through, I’d probably be fine.  
Still, that wasn’t particularly comforting watching Boyd going 
through the first squeeze.  All too quickly it was my turn.  This 
squeeze is under a pinch point between two boulders, with a 
small hole above (not even big enough for a helmet!) and a 
larger one beneath.  Having passed the contents of my pocket 
and my helmet through to Boyd, I inserted my feet through the 
hole, which was mostly filled with water and the rest of me 
gradually followed.  There came a point where the inevitable 
happened, water rushed down the back of my oversuit and to 
get my head through, it had to go up to my ears in the water – 
nice! - NOT! 

Emerging, I collected my bits and pieces, rammed my helmet 
back on, grovelled a short way on my side and watched Boyd 
making his way through the next squeeze – this was the more 
serious one.  The previous time I’d done it, I did it head first 
on my back, but this time I chose to do it feet first – mainly 
because I couldn’t be bothered to go back up the passage to 
turn around!  After a serious digging out a few months ago, it 
wasn’t too bad.  But that wasn’t the end of it.  My memory 
was that the coffin level began very soon after the second of 
the two squeezes, but in actuality the passage continued to 
drop quite steeply, sometimes stooping, sometimes crawling 
and there were a further two squeezes, the second of which 
was also tight.  I found that whole section quite hard work, but 
eventually it ended and we came to a junction. 

Turning left, we went to inspect a wooden ‘jigging box’ the 
passage beyond which apparently comes to a sump.  Turning 
back to the junction, we came to the beginning of the coffin 
level.  As before, I found that being a bit shorter was a bonus 
and managed to do most of it stooping.  Most of the time I was 
struggling to keep up with Charles, who at 6’3-ish was 
crawling a lot of the time – he’s speedy!  Having looked at a 
couple of side passages and just as it was beginning to get very 
boring, we came to another junction where we re-grouped.  
From there the nature of the passage changed, with lots of 
small toadstone wayboards on either side.  It wasn’t too far 
from there to the crawl under the A6, up the ladder and we 
popped out of the ground in the grassy area behind the loos at 
the Artists’ Corner car park.  A great trip... more energetic 
than I remember!  But apparently my memory is very faulty!!  
lol 

TUG: 3½ hours – Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher, Phil Wall, 
Charles Bailey, Boyd Potts & Karen Slatcher 

Karen Slatcher 

Sunday, 17 April 2016 – Blackwell Dale 
         Cave 

Having picked up a key for the cave from Rod Clayton at the 
AGM, we drove out to Blackwell Dale, parked up and got 
changed.  It should have been easy enough to find the place, 
but we mooched around for quite a while before finding the 
one hole that didn’t look like a badger lived in it. 

The entrance passage is stooping/crawling height and the 
further in you go, the muckier it gets – something a pooh mine 
to be honest.  However, if you can stand that – it’s not long – 
it’s worth it because the grovelling to reach the small, but very 
nicely decorated beyond.  The photos that I took are pretty 
rubbish, but with three damp cavers inside, it’s not too 
surprising. 

All in all, definitely worth a visit. 

TUG: 1 hour – Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday, 16 May 2016 - Agen Allwedd 

Only Geoffrey and I on the Friday evening at the Chelsea hut 
so decided to stroll down to the town of Crickhowell; 
unfortunately the nearest pub is across the river (Bridge Inn).  
Nice beer, but expensive.  After a long walk back to the 
cottage Geoffrey had to retire to bed totally exhausted. 

Keith arrived on the Saturday morning ready for a ‘Turkey’ 
streamway round trip.  The long walk to the entrance tired 
Geoffrey even more and resulted in a slow trip to ‘Baron’s 
Chamber’, however we pushed on to ‘Turkey’ streamway 
where we left Geoffrey to gather his breath whilst we pushed 
on to the deep water traverse, as Keith had never been up that 
far and it was relatively easy going after the boulder chokes. 

Time was against us so we returned to Geoffrey who slowly 
exited using too much oral energy. 

TUG: 5hours - Keith Slatcher, Pete Wagstaff & Geoffrey 
McDonnell 

Pete Wagstaff 

Sunday, 17 May – Craig y Ffynnon 

Geoffrey was not in a fit state to cave so Keith and I ventured 
into the Clydach Gorge hoping to find the ‘Promised Land’. 

The cliff face entrance still looks dodgy.  Soon through the 
boulder chokes and into the more muddy than I remembered 
horizontal walking passage leading to the ‘Hall of the 
Mountain King’. 

Straight on through the ‘Seven Bore’ for 15 minutes of 
squeezing and crawling with only one tight section requiring a 
deep breath.  After this the passage is a nice walking size 
leading into four huge breakdown chambers with the 
impressively hidden side passage of Helictite Passage.  After 
this a drop down to the lower route called the ‘Promised Land’ 
and two passages both leading to interesting digs. 

Took a 20m rope with us but there is a hand line in-situ that 
will allow you to free climb down into the Promised Land, 
saving you drag a bag through the crawls. 

TUG: 4 hours - Keith Slatcher & Pete Wagstaff 

Pete Wagstaff 
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SPRING BANK HOLIDAY WEEKEND 

Saturday, 28 May 2016 – Jingling Hole 

I went for a wee (inevitably) and was still faffing around on 
the surface having taken a photo along the rift when there was 
a shout and an almighty crash - a large chunk of rock on the 
left above the rift had let go, landed where Paul’s foot had just 
moved from and then dropped into the bottom of the rift and 
so to the bottom!! 

Paul took a moment and then prussiked down to the bottom of 
the rift and I followed him down mainly to take some photos, 
but neither of us was happy and we decided to call it a day.  I 
took some more photos of where the piece of rock had been, a 
dark patch of bare earth, all that remained to show where it 
had been ‘attached’ to the wall. 

We walked back down to the car, got partly de-kitted turned 
around and drove up to Yordas.  Some grockles were parked 
just above us and one of the guys came over for a chat.  He 
seemed to know quite a bit about the caves in the area, 
surprisingly. 

& Yordas 

We walked up to the very top of the gully and Paul began to 
rig down into an awkward-looking slot.  Unfortunately the tree 
that used to be there got so rotten it’s been taken away, which 
makes getting onto the pitch really dodgy because you’d have 
to just slide in uncontrollably.  After attempting it several 
times, Paul decided it was too dodgy and backed off it, with 
difficulty! 

Plan C!  We followed the gorge down and went into the next 
entrance down.  A short and straightforward drop into a small 
chamber followed by a grovel into the streamway.  Paul 
suggested I might like to look at the way upstream to where 
we would have dropped in at the top.  I got so far before I 
realised I was going to have to get completely horizontal in the 
stream, at which point I wimped out! 

We continued downstream to where the main cascade starts 
and Paul started rigging down the actual waterfall.  I thought 
that was a really good idea (I remember the traverse being 
completely evil – I have no idea how Mark Silo rigged it!) but 
when he got so far down, the water from further up the 
cascade was splashing so much he was getting soaked and he 
couldn’t find a decent bolt (or something else) to rebelay to.  
In the end he decided he was wet enough and clambered back 
up and we exited the cave. 

A bit of an abortive day, but at least we got underground. 

TUG: Half an hour – Paul Lydon & myself. 

Karen Slatcher 

Monday, 30 May 2016 – Hardrawkin Pot 

After an interesting trip into Sell Gill Holes Fossil Route the 
day before with a very mixed team of NPC, YUCC, BPC and 
RRPC members involving some appalling rigging, we decided 
to do a nice little trip to Hardrawkin Pot and Clive Westlake 
asked if he could join us. 

We’d done the trip once before, Keith, Simon Brooks and 
myself had gone in the year before, but Paul had also been to 
the entrance, so we assured Clive we knew where we were 
going and told him he didn’t need to bring a map.  However, 
we’d previously approached it from the main track across the 
fields towards Sunset, from the Severn Trent building at the 
top of the hill on the main Ingleton-Settle road.  You know 
where this is going, don’t you! 

Dewi suggested that we could park down at Chapel-le-Dale 
Church and walk up across the fields.  He told us that when we 
hit the track we should go straight across it and follow the 
wall, which would take us directly to the entrance.  Now I 
would have to admit that I wasn’t listening very carefully – 
not really being awake – but I thought Paul was, so we duly 
parked in the church car park – good choice – and crossed the 
road and up a couple of fields, past what looked like a small 
outdoor centre. 

Shortly after, we came to a point where there was a choice of 
ways on and there was a bit of debate about which way to go, 
given that this was a new route.  I thought we should go left, 
which looked more obvious and Paul thought we should take a 
track that traversed up across a crag.  We turned left, but as it 
turned out that was wrong! 

We followed the wall that the left-hand route went along, 
crossed the track at a gate and walked the entire length of that 
field without coming across a hole with a small tree growing 
out of it.  We’d had an epic the first time we’d tried to find 
Hardrawkin, so this wasn’t something knew.  We could see 
Great Douk up ahead – which should have given us a clue that 
we were wrong – but Paul led us through a small gate into a 
field and I knew we’d gone wrong somewhere.  Clive was 
looking very patient as we re-traced our steps and then set off 
sort of west (back towards the road effectively).  Having 
walked almost the entire circumference of that field – it was a 
big one – we finally realised that we were far too close to the 
road and we hadn’t gone far enough east, so we dropped down 
onto the track.  Clive had stopped once or twice and sat down 
while we debated where we were going, but he followed us 
along the track, through the field we’d entered originally and 
into the next one.  Here we were met with an information 
board and Paul suddenly said he remembered that from our 
previous trip and we were definitely right.  Praying we were, 
we followed the wall and bingo! we’d found Hardrawkin. 

As we approached, we saw two figures leaving the entrance 
and as they saw us, they stopped and waved.  Kat and Dewi 
had said they might walk up that way and they obviously had, 
went to the entrance, couldn’t find us and were about to leave.  
We explained what had happened, had a bit of a laugh and Kat 
and I expressed some concern about Clive, who had sat down 
nearby and was gazing into space.  I went over and spoke but 
he ignored me to begin with until I suggested I take the bag he 
was carrying, at which point he roused himself and we started 
sorting ourselves out and going underground. 

The trip itself was unremarkable, it’s a really interesting little 
trip to do on a Sunday, particularly when it’s as sunny and 
nice as it was that day.  Not a day for walking miles in plastic 
oversuits though! 

On our way back to the car, I was apologising for the 
umpteenth time, when Clive simply said.  “Next time I suggest 
taking a f*%^ing map, we should,” or words to that effect.  At 
the time I wasn’t particularly perturbed by his swearing – I’m 
known to do a lot of it myself – but when I told Kat about it, 
she was kind of horrified and amused all at once, saying that 
Clive never swears, the worst he usually comes out with is 
‘Hell’s teeth’.  Oh dear! 

TUG:  1½ hours – Paul Lydon, Clive Westlake & myself. 

Karen Slatcher 
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Sunday, 26 June 2016 – Heron Pot 

A slide down a boulder drops into a small chamber with a way 
ahead into a smaller chamber.  Back under the boulder is 
another drop down and low crawl to crawling passage. 

Paul had put both 30m ropes in one bag, which was pretty 
unwieldy and I took it so far before abandoning it for Paul as 
the passage got a bit bigger.  The crawling bit seemed to go on 
for a while but eventually we came to a T junction with a 
larger inlet and suddenly it was standing height – yay! 

Unfortunately it still wasn’t easy walking - reminded me of 
Faunarooska - but there were some nice formations.  We 
reached the first pitch, which has an initial Y hang and then a 
bolt around the corner on the right at about waist height 
directly over the drop, with a large ledge beyond on the right 
at the same level.  Paul rigged the right hand bolt and we 
dropped down kind of in the water.  The next pitch is 
practically straight away (in fact one rope would probably be 
easiest, although it’s easier to have two to put in two bags!) 
back-up on the left, then a really airy traversing climb right up 
to another single bolt on the left. 

By this time, we were both pretty peed off with the whole 
thing, so when Paul decided that he didn’t like the traverse, I 
was happy to agree to head back out.  I prusiked back up, 
carefully to avoid most of the water, while Paul de-rigged, 
then I waited at the top for him to de-rig the first pitch.  To 
split the weight, I suggested keeping the thinner rope out and 
whipping it up so that it could be carried out.  Paul agreed.  
This made life much easier and we headed steadily back along 
the walking passage and slowly through the crawl to surface – 
much easier! 

I’ve obviously blocked large sections of this cave from my 
first and only prior trip, as it wasn’t as I remembered it at all.  
However I do remember really not wanting to prussik back up 
again and being eternally grateful (as usual!) to Pete Wag, 
who volunteered to do this while the rest of us grovelled out of 
the bottom. 

TUG:  1 hour – Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher. 
Karen Slatcher 

16 July 2016 – Oxlow Caverns / Maskhill 
         Mine 

Shaun opted to come with Pete and me down Oxlow and Andy 
went with Keith and Paul.  Given that the Maskhill lot had five 
bags, I decided to come back out of Oxlow again. 

We met in the chamber at the bottom and I went back through 
with Pete, Keith and Shaun into West Chamber proper, before 
returning to follow Andy up the ropes.  He managed to 
dislodge one of the rocks that Pete had raked up dragging two 
tackle bags down the slope earlier and it hit me right on top of 
my helmet. 

Andy went right up to the top of the third pitch, instead of the 
col, so Paul overtook me and took the bag with 70m of rope up 
to him, while I de-rigged.  It was pretty uneventful, although 
quite hard work.  I messed up on the entrance shaft by putting 
the bag on the rope, which made it really difficult to prussik. 

TUG:  3 hours 
Oxlow:  Karen Slatcher 
Oxlow to Maskhill: Pete Wagstaff & Shaun Kent 
Maskhill to Oxlow:  Paul Lydon & Andy Cavill 
Maskhill: Keith Slatcher 

Karen Slatcher 

Saturday, 15 October 2016 - GB (Mendip) 

As is normal with caving, someone always forgets something, 
in this case Karen, who had forgotten her belt.  Luckily 
another group of charitable caver’s who were going into 
Charterhouse Cave, lent her one.  Ahhh. 

After a bit of wall and gate hopping we eventually found the 
blockhouse and entered, down the ladders and into the first 
section of good sized passage.  I’d totally forgotten about the 
flat out wallow through a short section, and was now 
decidedly damp.  Nice. 

The main passage was as impressive as ever, high, wide and 
descending severely, demanding an awkward climb down to 
reach the lower levels.  Paul decided to turn back at this point, 
due to a bad shoulder.  Karen, Boyd and myself continued to 
the bottom, where the ladder pitch is situated.  I rigged this, 
which is easy enough as long as you don’t tangle the ladder as 
you pull it up to the next bolt. 

Continuing on into the crawling passage, I thought I must be 
really unfit as I was blowing quite hard.  Once into the small 
chamber at the end of the first part of the crawl, I waited for 
the others, and realised the CO2 levels were high, causing the 
breathing difficulties!  Boyd decided to turn back at this point 
(sensible, the next part was the wet duck/crawl into the 
breakdown below the Great Chamber).  He gave us directions 
where not to go (low level against right hand wall which leads 
to Bat Passage and a dig), then departed.  Karen & I soon 
reached the duck which had a few inches of water in a very 
tight looking flat out crawl.  I went on my back (best idea as 
the passage rises sharply the other side), and was fine until a 
good gallon or so of water rushed down the collar of my 
oversuit.  A bit of shrieking later saw me exit into a huge 
breakdown boulder pile, Karen soon at my heels. 

Totally ignoring Boyd’s previous advice, we followed the 
obvious well-worn path against the right hand wall, to Bat 
Passage.  Very pretty it was too, even if not the way to the 
Great Chamber.  We continued down a reasonable sized 
passage until we got to a piece of tape across it, where all 
ways on ended at various digs.  The air was even poorer 
quality here, so we decided to backtrack and find the way on 
and up through the boulders to the Great Chamber above. 

Following obvious routes, not so obvious routes and non-
existent routes, we managed to fail miserably at finding the 
way up, which was a bit exasperating to say the least.  I would 
have probably stayed a while longer to try and find it (though I 
was running out of possibilities at that point!), but Karen had 
had enough, so we retraced our steps, derigging the ladder as 
we went.  The air in the main passage was so much better, it 
was like being on neat oxygen! 

After a steady amble out, we met the other group coming out 
of Charterhouse, who had apparently also had an abortive trip.  
Definitely needs a re-visit to find the way on, though another 
pleasant trip anyway. 

TUG:  3½ hours - Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon, 
Boyd Potts 

Keith Slatcher 

SOUTH WALES - 20 to 22 November 2016 

A very small group this weekend. 

Jenny and myself drove in good weather to reach the SWCC 
Cottage late Friday afternoon.  During the evening Phil Wall 
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and Robert and Hywel Protheroe-Jones arrived just as the first 
snow showers came in. 

Saturday, 21 November 2016 - OFD 

Keith, as usual, came early Saturday morning and once 
organised, with the exception of Jenny, we changed and 
headed through the snow up to Top Entrance about 11.30am. 

An interesting trip via Salubrious and Cross Rift to venture 
along the ‘Two’ traverses.  With help (a rope) for the less sure, 
we found our way to the climbs into the Upper Oxbow Series 
where we had a good look around and Phil took some photos. 

Returning proved straightforward and, except for my dodgy 
knees complaining, we made steady progress back to Top 
Entrance and were on the surface again by 4.30pm.  Then back 
down to the SWCC under a clear sky in cold and snowy 
conditions. 

An excellent meal for us all at the Gwynne later in the 
evening. 

Sunday, 22 November 2016 

Whilst the others did a trip into OFD1, I chickened out due to 
painful knees and Jenny and myself packed up and went off to 
the Wetland Centre at Llanelli for a few hours before heading 
homewards in the late afternoon. 

Boyd Potts 

 

Saturday, 26 November – Calf Holes to 
    Browgill + Birkwith Cave 

On Saturday 26 of November my dad (Gareth), Karen, Paul 
and I (James) all went on a lovely caving trip to Horton in 
Ribblesdale (Yorkshire). 

We met at Bernie's café in the morning and decided to go 
down Calf Holes through to Browgill while Boyd when for a 
walk round the countryside. I enjoyed the simple SRT rigged 
by Paul as it was good practise for me with my SRT 
technique. 

It was a great trip over all even though the two smallest cavers 
nearly got stuck in the crawl.  It was an icy morning when we 
descended but we emerged to a sunny winter’s day and Boyd 
stripped down to his T-shirt.  I know we all had fun and did 
our bit by clearing up some barbed wire out the cave, followed 
by a quick trip down Birkwith Cave to the canal. 

TUG 2 hrs – James Harrison, Gareth Harrison, Karen Slatcher 
& Paul Lydon 

James Harrison 

Sunday, 27 November – Sell Gill Holes 

On Sunday we again had to meet in Bernie's as Penyghent café 
was closed for winter.  This time Andy and Pete W joined us 
down Sell Gill where we did an exchange trip though the 
goblin route and the dry route.  My dad, Karen, Paul and I 
went down the dry fossil route which Paul rigged.  Meanwhile 
Andy and Pete rigged the goblin route for Gareth, Pete, Karen 
and I to come up it. 

This was probably the most technical SRT I have EVER 
done!!!  But with some verbal advice from the team, I did it all 
by myself, so I was very happy!!!  Over all it was a great trip. 

TUG 2.5hrs – Fossil Route:  Paul Lydon 
Fossil to Goblin: Karen Slatcher, James Harrison and 
Gareth Harrison 

Goblin to Fossil:  Andy Cavill 
Goblin Route:  Pete Wagstaff 

James Harrison 

After meeting up at Bernies for drinks and snacks, because 
Pen-y-ghent Cafe was mysteriously closed, we headed off and 
met up in the layby near the barn in New Houses to kit up 
ready for the slog up the hill to find the Pennine Way and the 
Sell Gill hole duo. 

We were a party of six with me, Pete Wag, Karen, Paul, James 
and his Dad.  Me and Pete were to go down the wet Goblin 
Route with the rest going down the dry fossil route, with a 
view of swapping over at the bottom to make an exchange 
through trip for those who wanted to. 

While we were kitting up another three groups of cavers 
appeared to brighten up the hillside with their red, orange and 
yellow suits. 

So me and Pete went off down the slippery Goblin steamway, 
Pete was rigging and we soon came to the head of the first 
waterfall, I tied the rope into the first P hanger and Pete made 
his way around the left hand corner making a traverse to the 
dryer hang position.  A short distance on and another re-belay 
and a Y hang Pete abseiled down and swung over into the slot 
and slithered through, I followed him down and we met up at 
the second pitch.  Another Y hang later Pete was down sorting 
out the next pitch; I could now hear another group above me 
on the first pitch who I thought would soon be catching us up 
but never saw them.  Yet another Y hang for the last pitch, 
(not sure if Pete has some sort of a Y hang fetish but they 
seem to do the job) the last pitch was quite open, I could see 
Karen on the chamber floor from the top of the pitch looking 
up.  I abseiled down, the next hang required a bit of wall 
running, I made my way across the wall and clipped into the P 
hanger, after two easy changeovers I was down with Pete and 
Karen, the others had gone exploring the streamway below but 
soon returned with tales of wetness and blockages. 

As there were other groups making their way down we sat for 
a while to have a snack and a drink and discussed the really 
important topic of the effects of caffeine and how to make a 
proper cup of tea without bashing the tannin out of it.  I think 
we all the wiser for the experience and will steep gently in the 
future! 

After a discussion of who wants to go up which route it was 
decided that me and Paul would go up the Fossil route with the 
balance up the Goblin.  I went first and once up the pitch met a 
group of seven, four were down the second pitch with three to 
go who were lined up on the traverse, there was a lot of 
hesitation at the top of the pitch, I think because of the 
deviation, however I then witnessed the slowest abseil I have 
ever seen, I needed to shine my light on a certain spot on the 
wall to see if she was actually moving, it must have taken 5 
minutes top to bottom, it was like watching slow-mo!  The 
next two came down slightly faster and it was then our go to 
head up. 

I went first and across the traverse, called rope free and met a 
group of three who had decided they didn’t fancy the second 
pitch and were on the way back up.  Paul was now up and 
derigging the traverse, we pulled the tackle bags up and waited 
for the group of three to exit. 

While their exiting wasn’t a very quick ordeal we did have 
some entertainment, the Chinese girl I was talking to on the 
surface, who incidentally was interested in the length of my 
rack (not metaphorically speaking) was singing constantly 
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whilst prusiking, a squeaky classical number.  Once she was at 
the top all went disappointingly quiet; however, as luck should 
have it from the bottom of the second pitch we then had a fine 
baritone rendition of Rudolf the red nose reindeer to pass the 
time. 

The way was now clear and it was time for us to exit into the 
sunshine, Paul went up first to tackle the Semi-Static knitting, 
I followed to derig and pull the bags up from the edge so they 
didn’t get in a tangle. Once on the surface we met the Goblin 
group who’d just come out. 

Great trip, ideal weather. 

TUG 2.5hrs – Fossil Route:  Paul Lydon 
Fossil to Goblin: Karen Slatcher, James Harrison and 
Gareth Harrison 
Goblin to Fossil:  Andy Cavill 
Goblin Route:  Pete Wagstaff 

Andy Cavill 
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Monday 14 August 2016 – Ireby Fell Cavern 
    or Ding, Dong, Ireby Fell!! 

Having dropped out of the Bull Pot trip the previous day at the 
very last moment and attempted to catch up on sleep in the 
car, it was with some trepidation that I took the long walk 
across the moor to the entrance to Ireby Fell Cavern. 

Paul suggested I go in front, so I dropped down the pipes into 
the cave and scrambled down to the beginning of the back-up 
rope.  After some heavy rain in the last few days, it was really 
wet in places, water percolating down from the surface run-off 
and even down the main boulder slope. 

As I reached the first pitch head I could see the last of the 
group in front of us on the traverse line to the head of the 
second pitch, which was a surprise.  I’d spent ages faffing 
around on the surface to give them a chance to get going and 
had expected they would have got further. 

Anyway, we followed them down Ding and Dong and then 
waited to give them a chance to get down Bell without waiting 
at the drippy patch, which was much drippier than usual.  I 
hauled myself onto the traverse line and realised that the 
higher set of bolts had been used to a Y hang further out, 
obviously to avoid high water levels, eminently sensible but 
really awkward.  I struggled across and got onto the down rope 
and had just released cowstails and dropped about a metre 
down the rope, heading towards a deviation around the corner, 
when Paul tried to get onto the traverse line and realised that 
his shoulder was going to struggle. 

It was with a sense of vast relief that I suggested we just head 
out again and he agreed, so I changed over and clipped a 
cowstail back in, but struggled to get my simple off, tangled in 
the rope.  Once I’d done that I hauled myself back along the 
traverse line and plodded back around the corner and back to 
find Paul waiting at the bottom of Dong pitch.  He’d got 
soaked – his AV suit really isn’t waterproof anymore – so I 
left him to head up first and followed up... slowly!  I don’t 
think I could have moved any faster if I’d tried.  Paul was 
exploring down the Bubbles Route when I crawled up the 
boulder slope and collapsed at the top of it, feeling rather 
wobbly and faint and unbelievably happy to be heading for 
surface! 

TUG:  1 hour, maybe – Paul Lydon & myself. 

Karen Slatcher 

Tuesday, 16 August 2016 – Sell Gill Holes 

After another truncated trip into Lancaster Hole the day before 
and me still not feeling on top form, we decided to go for 
something nice and straight forward. 

We were late arriving but there was no-one else around.  We 
sat in the rift in the shade to cool off and I sorted my kit out 
and got ready and was just heading for the Goblin entrance 
when another group of three turned up early!!! 

I apologised that we were late and they cheerfully said they’d 
follow us down, so I dropped the first bit and sat inside trying 
to cool off.  Once Paul arrived, I headed off, clipped onto the 
traverse line and swung round the corner into the oxbow, 
followed the line through there and onto the first short pitch 
proper.  I used my footloop to get off that and headed off 
down the first proper pitch and swung and scrabbled into the 
bedding plane.  I must have tried to get through in the wrong 
place, as it seemed quite snug – although that could simply be 
because my waistline has expanded again – but I dropped 
down a short way and got onto the next rope and traversed out 
to the big Y hang over the next drop.  Waited until Paul was 
through the bedding before I headed off down and the next big 
Y hang and then I was onto two short pitches that take you 
along the wall away from where the water is falling, although 
there wasn’t much water to fall, so it was pretty much dry. 

Looking back up I could see lights above Paul at one point – 
this really is an awesome series of pitches - so the others were 
apparently on their way.  I had fun on the lowest pitch and 
whee’d my way down to the bottom and partially de kitted. 

Once Paul arrived, we had a short break to have a drink and 
then pottered off to the bottom of the main chamber and back 
up again. 

With no sign of the other group, Paul started off up the bottom 
rope on the Fossil Route, while I sat and tried – in vain! – to 
cool off a bit!  Anyway, we pottered out up the pitches and 
Paul de-kitted and collapsed in the sun, while I de-kitted in the 
shade. 

TUG:  1¼ hours – Paul Lydon & myself. 

Karen Slatcher 

Thursday, 18 August 2016 – Swinsto Hole 
       through-trip 

We plodded up the steep hillside and crossed the Turbary 
Road, following an obvious path, which led straight to a 
shakehole.  It looked right, but wasn’t!  The hole we wanted 
was actually another 50 yards further on. 
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It took me about 10 minutes to kit up, by which time an 
Austrian couple had caught us up.  While they were getting 
ready we headed off underground, a short section of 
stooping/crawling passage and dropped the short first pitch. 

I stuck my head into a small inlet, but our way on was clearly 
where the water was going, into the Long Crawl (all 274m of 
it).  There are two low sections but once you get to the second 
one, you can hear the next waterfall booming in the distance. 

The second pitch is the really awkward one - described in the 
book as a 4m climb  :-O - where I never know whether to 
clamber over the lump or not.  I didn’t on this occasion and 
there was also a deviation to keep you out of the water.  The 
next pitch is Curtain Pitch, a sloping take-off into a rift below, 
with a 90° turn to the right at the bottom – pretty breezy 
waiting below.  Next is Pool Pitch with a direct route on the 
left or a climb up on the right through an eye-hole and a small 
traverse to the Y-hang – really straight forward.  At the bottom 
you can go over (on the right hand side) or under some large 
boulders and shortly after is the top of the first half of the main 
pitch. 

As with other pitches hard-rigged, this one had a deviation, but 
the deviation was on the far side of the pot.  Paul was too high 
on his first attempt and too low on his second, so he left it and 
I managed to contort myself and clipped it on my way down.  
Unfortunately it didn’t stop me getting absolutely $&(*&£” 
soaked on the way down, as I was swinging and then bouncing 
in and out of the full flow with no way to stay at one side, 
which was what Paul had managed to do.  Squealing, I landed 
on the ledge and got onto the next half of the pitch. 

The passage from there is mostly straight forward with some 
narrow bits and a section that’s easier if you climb up, then 
after about 150m the water disappears down through some 
boulders and you follow the passage to the right into mostly 

dry passage to the head of a 3m climb.  It looked awkward, but 
sort of familiar, but Paul wasn’t sure, so we retraced our steps 
back to where the water sank and decided that it must be the 
way on.  It was awkward, but definitely doable, but the next 
one, which wasn’t far beyond, was a bit more tricky and 
involved turning around and lowering cum sliding down to the 
floor.  The chamber below has a deep pool, which I floundered 
right through, but off to the right is the next pitch, where you 
clamber over a ‘parapet’ and onto an easy pitch head – another 
one that’s described as a climb, with rope useful!! – and a final 
drop into Spout Hall to where the water re-joins and so down 
some cascades to where Slit Pot joins in. 

Around a corner, I was suddenly confronted by a man with a 
survey.  He turned out to be French and with some pointing 
and naming of routes, we communicated that they’d come 
from Simpson’s, we’d come from Swinsto and the way out 
was down and via Valley Entrance. 

Clambering over a large boulder I found myself right at the 
top of the sloping pitch and managed to get another soaking at 
the bottom as I went to the left instead of the right.  We waited 
a bit while a third French man appeared from on high and they 
followed us down through the boulders and into the crawl, 
along to the streamway and the sump.  There was a woman at 
the top of the pitch and a man at the bottom, but he scuttled 
into the corner out of the way as we approached.  Paul and I 
shot up the pitch and stooped our way back to daylight. 

A most enjoyable trip – definitely one of the Yorkshire 
classics and no ropes to carry!!! 

TUG:  2½ hours – Paul Lydon & myself. 

Karen Slatcher 
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Saturday, 20 August 2016 
Jenny and I joined Ken and Eileen and the four of us began to 
re-organise ready for an influx of visitors for the coming 
week.  Eight people arrived today and either camped, in 
camper vans or in the hut.  We are cooking breakfasts for 
everyone all week. 
 
Sunday, 21 August 2016 
Mixed weather conditions. 
Giants Hole - Chris Jackson took 4 of the party down Giants, 
but they only got as far as the ‘Vice’ due to a combination of 
high water and body size! 

Maskhill Mine to Oxlow Caverns - Meanwhile the other 4 
went down Maskhill.  Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Alex Crow 
(TSG) and Karen Slatcher rigged and led them down Maskhill, 
whilst Pete, Oleg (TSG) and myself rigged Oxlow so they 
could exit by that route.  Whole trip went well and we saw 
them out of Oxlow (which was left rigged) whilst Keith, Pete, 
Paul and Alex de-rigged Maskhill. 

Back at the cottage, by late evening we had 18 participants, 
plus our own group. 

 
Monday, 22 August 2016 
Windy and wet conditions today.  After breakfasts we got 
organised for caving trips. 

Oxlow Caverns - Group of 4 used the gear in Oxlow to do 
their own trip. 

Peak Cavern – 9, led by Pete Wagstaff and Chris Jackson 
headed into Peak Cavern for a ‘Tourist’ trip into the 
Streamway. 

Titan – Another 3 were taken by Ann Soulsby, Alan Brentnall 
and Andy Farrow (all from TSG) on a Titan trip, which 
unfortunately had to abort at the ‘Event Horizon’ due to an 
excess of water!  Anyway all came back intact, if wetter than 
they expected. 

Knotlow Cavern – Later 2 joined Pete Wagstaff on a trip into 
Knotlow.  Leaving Climbing Shafts rigged, but de-rigging the 
Engine Shaft. 
 
Tuesday, 23 August 2016 
Weather warm and sunny, but breezy. 
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Some of the group out walking or touring today, but even so 
several caving trips took place. 

Masson to Youd’s Level through-trip – Andy Farrow and 
Glyn Roberts (of TSG) plus Pete Wagstaff took 5 people on a 
Masson to Youd’s Level trip.  Abseil in, and out at Artists 
Corner car park near Matlock. 

Knotlow Cavern – Later 3 guys did some SRT in Knotlow. 

Speedwell Mine – Group in Youd’s just made it out in time 
for most to join the evening Speedwell trip.  Kitted out and in 
by boat at 5:10pm.  Water levels OK and went to ‘Whirlpool’ 
and below the ‘Bung’ before back out at 9pm. 
 
Wednesday, 24 August 2016 
A very warm and sunny day with little breeze.  Again after 
breakfast various trips took place.  Some out walking and 
touring again. 

Peak Cavern - One group of 4 down to Castleton to go on a 
Peak Streamway trip led by TSG members. 

P8 – Six others met Andy Farrow (TSG) and Karen Slatcher at 
P8 and had a pleasant wander around the system. 

Water Icicle - Later in the evening Pete Wagstaff took 4 
people down Water Icicle to look at the new series. 
 
Thursday, 25 August 2016 
Cloudy and foggy this morning and wet later.  Lots of the 
group now relaxing after caving last week and this. 

Titan – Even so the second Titan trip went ahead this morning 
with a group of 4 led by Jenny Drake (CPCC).  Down about 
midday and successfully made a through-trip via Speedwell 
Stream and Colostomy to exit from Peak about 6pm. 

Giants Hole – Meanwhile Kev Drakeley took 4 people down 
Giants on the ‘Round Trip’, though one person (arriss) also 
went down Geology.  (Ken and Rod helped with transport).  
They came out having had a good trip but some a bit shocked 
by the Windpipe and Traverse. 

* Yoxz – one of the participants – has had an allergic reaction 
– probably to neoprene wetsuit in Speedwell on Tuesday 
evening. 
 
Friday, 26 August 2016 
Much better weather, still fairly cool but cleared up and very 
pleasant evening.  Again some of the group on surface trips, 
but a few caving on the last day. 

Eldon Hole – Paul Lydon and Karen Slatcher came over to 
take 3 people down Eldon, where they SRT’d the North Gully 
and visited the dig in the Main Chamber. 

Garden Path – Phil Wall led a photography group of 4 into 
Garden Path for a rare visit to this interesting little system. 

Blackwell Dale Cave – Later in the afternoon when the cavers 
had returned, the same 4 were taken down Blackwell Dale 
Cave by Rod Clayton and Kev Drakeley (plus Phil Wall) to 
see the very pretty end chamber. 

* Three of the group left today and the rest had a relaxing 
evening on a pleasant night enjoying the open fire in Kenny’s 
‘Pig’. 
 
Saturday, 27 August 2016 
Grey morning turning cloudier and eventually settling into 
rain.  Most people packing and leaving this morning.  Only 
three left by midday. 

Oxlow Caverns – Paul Lydon and Karen Slatcher joined by 
Alan (one of the participants) to go and de-rig Oxlow. 

Knotlow Cavern – Whilst Phil and Boyd went over to take 
the ropes out of Knotlow. 

All back by early afternoon and we had the cottage back to its 
normal set-up. 

* Unfortunately Yoxz’s allergy was now worse and he was 
taken to Macclesfield Hospital for checks this afternoon. 

Boyd Potts 

Sunday, 28 August 2016 
Jos’ (= Yoxz) skin condition not improved today.  He was 
admitted to Macclesfield Hospital and will stay there at least a 
few more days for treatment. 
 
Monday, 29 August 2016 
Last EuroSpeleo visitor left this morning, taking Jos’ 
belongings also.  Many, many thanks to Orpheus Caving Club 
and the Technical Speleological Group for their generous 
hospitality over the past week.  OCC cottage offered a lovely 
home base (and great breakfasts!!) and we enjoyed a 
wonderful week of Peak District caving.  I personally found 
the blend of mines and caves in this area very interesting. 

Special thanks to Boyd, Eileen and Ken for helping Jos get to 
medical help when he needed it. 

I hope to cave with you again one day.  Cheers, 

Jane Pulford 

(Speleo Nederland / Southern Tasmanian Caverneers (Aus)) 
 
Post Script 
Yoxz eventually discharged from hospital on Wednesday and 
caught flight home on the Thursday – now recovering from 
what was a neoprene allergy. 

Participants were:  Alan Caton, Arrin Daley and Jane Pulford 
from Australia and Erika Bachmann, Churla Locke, Wolfgang 
Mulde, Leona Lober, Camina Thelen, Stephanie Henze, Arjan 
van Waardenburg, Irigo Goetz, Yoxz Burgers, Kirsten 
Flenker, Dirk Houschka, Gudrun Christall, Thomas 
Schlingmann, Dirk Schröder and Sibylle Mertsch from 
Holland Germany. 

A very successful week thanks to the efforts of 25+ people. 

Boyd   3 Sep 16 
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WICC 

Sunday, 10 January 2016 
Another wet day continuing the 2015 theme of collapsing roof 
and walls along the ONC dig.  Assembled two horizontal 
scaffolding poles in roof.  Now just need planks cutting to 
board out above.  On the main drag water is draining away but 
one large boulder has dropped from the roof and small piles of 
rubble peeled off the RH wall.  Digging face looks no different 
– at least the wash-off containers at bottom of entrance shaft 
are always full from all the drips.  2016 looks to be a 
continuation of 2015 prospects. 

Pete Wagstaff 

WHALF TO HILLOCKS 

Sunday, 24 January 2016 
Me, Andy and Paul rigged the climbing shaft, Boyd and Chris 
rigged Hillocks, whilst Keith and Karen rigged the dog-legged 
Whalf Shaft.  All met up at the bottom of the main shaft just in 
time to Karen hook up on the last pitch of the dog-leg.  The 
positioning of the P hangers does no help and sometimes it can 
be easier to treat the lowest hanger as a deviation.  Explored 
most of the dry shaft and then exited through our choice of 
route. 

TUG: 3 hours – Pete Wag, Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, 
Paul Lydon, Andy Cavill, Boyd Potts & Chris Jackson. 

Pete Wagstaff 

See Trip Reports for the full, epic tale of woe!! 
 

PEAK CAVERN 

Saturday, 30 January 2016 
Met at TSG to go into Peak.  Pete took Mike Moore and Mel 
on a tour of the main passages, Downstream, Squaw Inlet and 
Galena Chamber.  Underground 10:30am to 2pm.  Water 
levels at normal winter levels. 

I excused myself as caving tomorrow. 

Boyd Potts 

GARDEN PATH 

Sunday, 31 January 2016 
Planned to go down Garden Path to do some taping and 
checks with Phil Wall and Chris Jackson.  Unfortunately 
Bob Dearman forgot to make the key available! 

Finally, after some dithering, we went over to Upper Lathkill 
Head and dropped down to the streamway.  Water levels 
normal and Chris took some 3D photos. 
Less than 2 hours underground, but an enjoyable trip.  Drier 
underground than on the surface! 

Boyd Potts 

WICC 

Wednesday, 3 February 2016 
Just me and Phil to finish clearing the spoil from the corner of 
Oh No Choke.  Finished the protective scaffolding and 
boarded the roof.  Just need to cut a piece of conveyor belt 
down to protect the RH side and we should be ready to 
commence digging at the face again. 
Pete Wag and Phil Walker. 

Pete Wagstaff 

KNOTLOW 

Sunday, 7 February 2016 
Andy had never noticed the Chain Passage route off the main 
shaft even though he has been down the main Waterfall Pitch 
dozens of times.  So we rigged the Chain Passage and dropped 
the rope down to the water pit, then rigged the Waterfall Pitch.  
As we were exiting through the Chain Passage didn’t bother 
with the deviation.  Although yesterday was 12 hours of rain, 
the pitch was not excessively wet.  Out to sunshine, but a cold 
wind. 

TUG:  2½ hours – Pete Wag & Andy Cavill. 

Pete Wagstaff 

COTTAGE VISIT 

Saturday, 20 February 2016 
Called at cottages on spur of the moment.  No-one around, 
only visiting clubs. 

Mick Hogg (still disabled) 

 

 
 

ARBOR LOW?? 

Sunday, 21 February 2016 
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HILLOCKS 

Saturday, 2 April 2016 
Stayed out last night and here to meet Gareth and James 
Harrison, plus a beginner (ex climber), Dan Walker. 

All here before 10am and we sorted out gear to go down 
Hillocks.  After 11pm when we left the Hut. 

Drove over in the van in cool, wet and windy weather.  In 
through the ‘Adit’ entrance.  Took ladders and ropes so we 
could ladder the pitches, but give James his first taste of 
underground SRT. 

Pool at entrance to coffin level nice and full and then all 
descended the first shaft on ladders.  Zigzagged our way down 
the rest of the way, climbing, laddering and, in James’ case, 
doing the vertical section on SRT. 

Dan very competent using the gear.  Once at the bottom we 
had a good look around, including peering up the other shafts 
before heading back and de-rigging en route. 

All out by 3pm to a bright and sunny afternoon with little 
wind. 

A good trip except for one near miss from a large rock! 

Boyd Potts, Gareth Harrison, James Harrison & Dan Walker. 
Boyd Potts 

MONSAL TRAIL CYCLING 

Saturday, 2 April 2016 
On Saturday, instead of ballet we went cycling along Monsal 
Trail, the whole way there and back. 

We stopped at Hassop for a drink, then after some of the 
others, we stopped to eat an Easter egg.  After that we went for 
an ice-cream at Millers Dale Station.  After that we carried on 
to the end of the trail (Chee Dale), then we turned around and 
cycled all the way back.  Near Blackwell I fell and had a 
crash!!!  (But I’m OK!) 

Total was 20.9 miles 

Millie Hobbs (8 years old) + Doug Hobbs (old years old!!) 
Millie Hobbs 

WICC 

Saturday, 2 April 2016 
Blasted the face with a mixture of short and long snappers, 
managed to remove 4 buckets full of rocks but still more 
visible behind.  Tried to cling film over the holes in the vent 
pipe but the film would not unwind off the roll.  Tried cutting 
the whole roll in half, but still it would not work.  Next time 
will take duct tape down and not leave it in the dig, it is 
difficult to use when wet and muddy.  No new falls, so digging 
continues.  TUG: 3½ hours 

Pete Wagstaff 

WICC 

Thursday, 14 April 2016 
Quiet trip to ONC to check out fan that was not working last 
week.  Put in new connector and drilled drainage holes in 
housing, now working fine. 

TUG: 2½ hours 

 Pete Wagstaff 

MASSON TO YOUD’S THROUGH-TRIP 

Saturday, 16 April 2016 
Met up at Artists’ Corner car park.  Then up to Jug Holes 
layby to change and walk over to top Queen’s? Shaft.  Keith 
rigged and we all descended before midday. 

We relied on Pete to guide us through.  Lots of clambering 
around and steep descents.  Squeezes no bigger or drier – I just 
got through! 

Great ‘dog tooth spa’ everywhere in the first section. 

Eventually long hands and knees crawl.  Quick visit to bottom 
of Day Shaft and then the long (300+ metres) coffin level to 
the exit in the play area.  No sewage around this time!  Out 
and changing by 3pm after a very interest and enjoyable trip. 

Boyd Potts 

WICC 

Sunday, 17 April 2016 
More blasting at the ONC face.  Lots of boulders now to 
remove.  RH side along the solid wall is loose sand/grit that 
looks promising, but still large crystallised rocks amongst the 
clay. 

Pete Wagstaff 

MOWER 

Wednesday, 20 April 2016 
Petrol required for mower!  Sorted 27 April. 

Pete Wagstaff 

P8 

Sunday, 24 April 2016 
Interesting trip around the top routes for some and the pitches 
for Mike, Mel, Paul and Karen.  Mel coped easy with the 
descent, but tired on the ladder ascents.  All went according to 
plan.  The climb up above the big first pitch seemed tighter 
than I remembered, especially with SRT kit on.  Down the to 
the sump by the old metal Ladder Pitch with only 1 diver in 
the cave.  Out to sunshine and no snow.  Thanks to Paul and 
Karen and Andy for de-rigging. 

TUG: 4 hours – Andy Cavill, Mel Chapman, Paul Lydon, 
Karen Slatcher, Mike Moore & Pete Wagstaff. 

Pete Wagstaff 

WICC 

Thursday, 5 May 
Removed all loose material from face and started proper 
digging.  Much the same results but progress forward even if it 
was only measured in minutes. 
Doug Hobbs, Phil Walker & Pete Wagstaff. 

Pete Wagstaff 

LATHKILL HEAD & OWL HOLE 

Sunday, 8 May 2016 
Quick trip around Lathkill Head for Andy as he had never 
been in before.  No water flowing in main stream, so 
descended the boulder choke until a pool of water appeared.  
This was on the horizontal crawl prior to popping out in the 
main streamway, water could be heard here, so unlikely 
through trip possible at moment.  Upstream, again no water 
flowing but crawling was not on the agenda today.  Returned 
into Lathkill Dale and visited Ricklow Cave (after covering up 
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recent human deposits) and the upper workings in the quarried 
area.  Quick look at Boulder entrance then over to Owl to see 
if Ken had broken through. 
Andy Cavill & Pete Wagstaff 
Ken has finally turned the corner (physically and mentally) 
and can see a crawl forward on the right, but needs enlarging 
again. 

Ken Morton & Pete Wagstaff 

WICC 

Sunday, 22 May 2016 
Into ONC to install extension to ventilation pipe, only thing 
that stuck was cling film, so wrapped several metres around 
connections.  Tried to cling film other sections but could not 
pass at the back of the ducting.  Bring back ‘Densotape’.  We 
need another 2m of 3” down pipe to make proper repairs.  
Went into the dig in the new extensions and removed old rope 
and a couple of hangers surplus to requirement. 
TUG: 3 hours – Pete Wagstaff & Andy Cavill. 

Pete Wagstaff 

JH-WHITE RIVER 

Saturday, 28 May 2016 
Rigged JH using the direct route down Leviathon.  Down into 
the Speedwell Streamway to the Bunghole ladder.  Along to 
Block Hall for the 100m ascent to White River Series.  I had 
forgotten how grotty the crawl was at the top! 
Had a good look at the beautiful formations in the White River 
Series, going as far as Fever Pitch (top of the Ventilator route).  
Used a rope to cross over the top of Fever pitch, but went right 
(straight across = more pretties?).  Retraced our route 
completely down Block Hall pitches and back out of JH.  
About a thousand feet of SRT up and down – quite a lot 
really! 

Took us 8 hours, didn’t stop much. 

Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher & Paul Thorne. 

Paul Thorne 

ELDON HOLE 

Sunday, 29 May 2016 
Descended by the North Gully route – very nice on the vertical 
lower reaches. 

Had a good look at the very impressive digging in the main 
chamber floor, a colossal amount of work has been done here, 
going deeply down into the floor debris. 

Then went up to Millers Chamber and Damocles Rift.  Pull-up 
line working well.  Very well decorated – first time I have 
been up there. 

Exited into warm sunshine, very sweaty in a caving suit. 

TUG: About 3 hours – Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher & 
Paul Thorne. 

Paul Thorne 

CRACKEN EDGE/KINDER DOWNFALL 

Friday, 17 June 
A planned visit to the stone mines on Cracken Edge with a 
proper light this time.  Starting in Whaley Bridge at the base 
of the High Peak rail incline. 

Pete Wagstaff & Paul Thorne. 
Pete Wag 

ROWTER HOLE ‘NEW’ EXTENSIONS 

Saturday, 18 June 
Had a look at the new (2014) extensions to Rowter Hole.  
Descend ‘Gin Shaft’ at the bottom of the entrance shaft.  A 
40ft (?) scaffolded shaft with fixed wooden ladders leads to 
the ‘Bad Badger’ boulder choke.  A route through this leads to 
two fine pitches in large chamber.  Beyond this a more 
tortuous and tight route (Ice Cream Trail), with fixed 
handlines and electron ladders, eventually leads to a window 
into the Cristal Ore Chasm.  However, this route has no 
ventilation and had seriously bad air when we visited – great 
care needed! 

Only suitable for skinny cavers who are happy in bad air and 
climb electron ladders un-lifelined! 

All tackle in-situ, except entrance shaft 

TUG: About 4½ hours – Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher & Paul 
Thorne. 

Paul Thorne 

PS: Removed SRT kit before Ice Cream Trail. 
 

OSLO UNDERGROUND 

Friday, 22 July 2016 
We came here the 21 of July after exploring mines and drains 
in Manchester, London, Sheffield, Aldery Edge, Peak District 
in general and several other places.  UK is fantastic and we 
really love being here.  The weather has been good and the 
people have been really friendly and helpful.  We will most 
definitely come back. 

Thanks for letting us stay in this lovely house, this place is 
fantastic, the view is so peaceful and beautiful and the house is 
so cool.  We loved the maps, photos and information hanging 
around. 

Huge thanks to Antonio Mutriu, Olly King, Lauren Griffin and 
many others! 

Our trip goes now to Bagshawe Cavern and then further north 
to Edinburgh where we fly back to Oslo. 

Vidar Seigon, Thon Hîro, Ulsjad, Thorbjorn Quebq  [? Ed] 
 

OWL HOLE 

Sunday, 21 August 2016 
Went to Owl Hole.  Dig below draughting hole looks like a 
silted up passage – only more digging will find out. 

Also looks like some yobs have been as grid at bottom was off 
and other entrance boards strewn about. 

Yours, Ken 

HILLOCKS MINE 

Sunday, 4 September 2016 
Quick intro trip down the first pitch, down over the hump to 
the start of the second pitch, then out.  All coped well with the 
wet crawl and the restricted space in the shaft.  Not exactly the 
straight way out but only a slight detour.  Met a strange man 
coming in just before the entrance oil drum.  It was Ken on a 
rare recreational caving trip.  If we had known we would have 
hidden to see if he would do the wet squeeze. 

TUG: 2¼ hours - Pete Wagstaff, Sarah, Rose & Daniel. 
Pete Wag 
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WICC – OH NO! CHOKE 

Thursday, 8 September 2016 
Solo digging trip.  Continued work at the dig face, though the 
drill battery was not fully charged so struggled to hilti much 
out of the way.  However, still removed several boulders and 
filled a round of buckets for removal next week. 

Phil Walker 

BAGSHAWE CAVERN 

Sunday, 11 September 2016 
Club trip into Bagshawe this Sunday.  Colum Walsh, Charles 
Bailey, Jack Barratt, Mel Chapman, Mike Moore and myself 
drove over to Bradwell and went into the cave at 11:15am.  
Forgotten how extreme the system is!  We had a good wander 
around the upper levels and eventually down to the active 
streamway and sumps.  Tried a few climbs and side passages 
before heading back out. 

A very enjoyable look around.  For the first visit and for others 
a reminder of long ago visits! 

Out into sunshine before 2pm. 

TUG: 2½ hours – Boyd Potts, Colum Walsh, Charles Bailey, 
Jack Barratt, Mel Chapman and Mike Moore.        Boyd Potts 

WICC – OH NO! CHOKE 

Thursday, 15 September 2016 
Just Phil and myself tonight, lots of buckets and boulders to 
remove.  I arrived late (work) so started moving buckets out 
and then got side-tracked into applying cling film over the 
rotten air pipes; some 100m of cling film later it was airtight 
again but not convinced for how long! 

Phil was busy capping and some good progress made but it 
still refuses to give us any clue or hint of a breakthrough! 
Doug Hobbs & Phil Walker. 

Doug Hobbs 

PS: Loving those larger hilti-caps – much more productive! 

Phil Walker 

MASSON QUARRY MINE 

Sunday, 18 September 2016 
An interesting look around the passages at the back of the 
Masson show mine.  Lots of mineralisation visible and the odd 
artefact still in-situ.  Visited the inclined coffin level but could 
not face the crawl to exit from the west face of the quarry.  Up 
to the large crystal passage and then to the show mine gate and 
a little round trip back to the kibble.  Daniel and Rosie only 
took one wrong turn when exiting, but soon backtracked. 

TUG: 2½ hours - Pete Wagstaff, Daniel and Rosie. 

Pete Wag 

WICC – OH NO! CHOKE 

Wednesday, 21 September 2016 
Filled all the buckets and they are now awaiting removal at the 
load station.  Digging is slightly easier as we seem to have 
larger pockets of clay.  Two large boulders removed from roof 
so check next time if it has stabilised.  Battery is low so wants 
removing and charging again. 

Pete Wag 

WICC – OH NO! CHOKE 

Thursday, 29 September 2016 
Emptied the previously filled buckets and constructed the pack 
wall a little more to hold back the ever-growing spoil heap!  
Doug tidied up a mass of accumulated rubbish and had a quick 
dig at ‘the corner’, whilst I tackled the main dig face.  This 
proved to be hard work – boulders cemented together giving 
little opportunity to dig around them.  This mean the Hilti-caps 
weren’t as effective – as most of the force came outwards!  
However, there was still a little more ground gained.  Brought 
out the batter for charging – hauling it with two ropes – one 
for me – one for doug – which was much easier! 
TUG: 3½ hours – Phil Walker & Doug Hobbs. 

Phil Walker 

TITAN 

Friday, 30 September 2016 
Early weekend trip meeting at the H‘n’H Cafe for several 
pieces of their wonderful cakes, the energy being required for 
the ascent later in the day. 

The new lid is now simple and practical but does make Titan a 
little difficult to locate on the hillside.  Keith rigged straight 
down over the Event Horizon and the low water levels made 
communication easy.  Son down to the bottom and through the 
boulder choke to explore the Far Sump Extensions. 

Followed AI Passage to the left and meandered through big 
walking size passage to a T-junction with right continuing to a 
major sump, which seemed to be heading towards JH, no flow 
detectable on the water surface but a dive line was in-situ. 

Returned to the T-junction to explore the left hand tubes, 
which soon reduced to water-filled flat-out crawls.  Small 
pockets of stalactites littered the roof of the right hand 
passage. 

Then explored Calcite Aven at the right side of Stemple 
Highway to check the route up to the Ride of the Valkyrie for 
future reference.  Future trip planning required as over 100m 
of rope is required to complete this exciting through trip over 
Balcombe’s Way. 

Returned to the main shaft with only two slight re-routings and 
started the long haul out.  Again the entrance pitch was the 
hardest, but all out before six after a good trip. 

TUG: 6 hours - Pete Wagstaff, Paul Thorne, Keith Slatcher & 
Charles Bailey. 

Pete Wagstaff 

GIANTS HOLE 

Saturday, 1 October 2016 
Nice trip down to East Canal, then back out via the round trip.  
Water levels quite low.  Took Gareth and his son, James, to 
the top of Geology Pot. 

If a rope is rigged from the P-bolt at the far side of Garlands 
Pot to the thread belay on the top right, it is fairly easy to 
bypass the pitch, but you do need to use the rope for assistance 
– not just for safety! 

Trespass fee £3 each. 

Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher, Gareth Harrison, James 
Harrison & Paul Thorne. 

Paul Thorne 
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HUNGERHILL SWALLET 

Monday, 3 October 2016 
The barn adjacent to the parking area has now been converted 
into a ‘lived in’ house so park on road until permission granted 
to park, as the area is outside the house’s kitchen window. 

The crawl along the coffin level was as muddy as 
remembered, but the squeeze down to the shaft relatively easy.  
Took along two tackle bags and a long cord just in case the 
deviation was not in situ.  However deviation is now a good 
hanger although protection of the rebelay is still required.  
Good hang to the bottom, 35m below, with only a shower of 
water cascading over the upper shelves.  Up to the Bag of 
Worms with its wonderful fossil full wall and then squeezed 
up the rift to the pretty chamber, well worth the effort with just 
one 5m dig chamber decorated with yellow tinted stals and 
curtains.  Easy to descend and to notice the helictites on the 
way down to start the ascent.  Washed off all the mud on the 
ascent until we returned through the crawl. 

TUG: 3 hours - Paul Thorne & Pete Wagstaff. 
Pete Wag 

WICC 

Sunday, 9 October 2016 
Returned the battery to its ventilating position on Oh No 
Choke and removed six buckets and stacked a few larger rocks 
for later removal.  Still progressing slowly. 

TUG: 3 hours – Pete Wagstaff.   Pete Wag 

WICC 

Sunday, 16 October 2016 
Leader trip with Chelsea & Charles.  Eventually through the 
gate into the extensions, ten minutes to insert the key and 
another 10 minutes to remove it from the lock.  Used the thin 
oil inside the plastic bag near the gate and this seemed to help. 

Three of the Chelsea descended into the pitch and helped 
remove a few loose boulders and remove the old first pitch 
rope and rusty maillons.  The new rope is now on my krabs 
awaiting replacement with stainless steel maillons.  Most 
descended the Elevator and then exited to a warm Sunday 
afternoon. 

The frog seems to survive well at the bottom of the main shaft 
whilst the new was transfixed to the inside of a digging bucket 
full of water.  Will liberate one day once I have found a 
suitable home. 

Pete Wagstaff, Charles Bailey & Chelsea CC. 

Pete Wag 

CUCC 

Friday, 21-23 October 2016 

 Giants Hole & Masson Mine  

 Louis  5 hrs 

WHALF PIPE CLIMBING SHAFT 

Sunday, 23 October 2016 
Emmy’s (Temp Member) first SRT trip went smoothly with 
only slight frustration with an openable chest jammer.  Emmy 
was surprised at the size of the underground chambers 
compared to what she has caved in in Yorkshire, but when she 
mentioned a lot of this adventure was with a gentleman called 
Pete Roe, it was obvious that her experience was mostly 
digging. 

However, after a brief introduction to SRT the cave trip was 
easy for me and Andy.  The frog at the bottom of the air shaft. 

TUG: 3 hours – Pete Wagstaff, Andy Cavill & Emmy Hoyes 

Pete Wagstaff 

WICC – OH NO Choke 

Thursday, 3 November 2016 
Only me and Doug to continue the pounding of the face, 
managing only ten buckets during the whole shift.  Conveyor 
bolted to the floor up to the face hoping to reduce the shocking 
mud on oversuits.  Doug turned the polarity of the fan round 
and although this refreshed the digging area, the face was still 
uninviting.  Out to the Bull just in time to miss the quiz 
(thankfully).  The first taste of cold, wet wintry weather. 

Pete Wagstaff 

 

NETTLE POT, CRUMBLE & BEEZA 

Saturday, 3 December 2016 
Trip down to the very bottom of Beeza and beyond.  Keith 
rigged quickly and neatly – an awful lot of rope.  At the very 
bottom of Beeza, Pete had a quick look which encouraged 
Paul to do a full explore! 

10m rope pitch (in situ) narrow at top descends to a nice 
chamber.  Climb down into another chamber, the one short 
‘phreatic coffin level’ followed by another eventually leads to 
quite a decent amount of nice cave passage, then a long 
ascending slope to what I assumed to be the base of Elizabeth 
shaft.  Went back the same way, Pete and Keith only just 
starting to get worried! 

Nice trip, clean and not too tight at the bottom. 

Then OCC Xmas dinner! 

Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher & Paul Thorne 

Paul Thorne 

WATER ICICLE 

Monday, 5 December 2016 
Digging trip to the Pit in Cherty Two. 

Cleared a hanging boulder choke (carefully), except one really 
big boulder, blasted but not returned to, so may be very 
unsafe, as it formed the floor and was holding back quite a bit 
more! 

Very noticeable depleted oxygen and possibly enhanced 
carbon dioxide levels throughout the cave.  Made an easy trip 
seem very tiring.  It will be interesting to do a gas survey of 
the cave as a future trip (I have use of a KURG calibrated 
meter which reads O2 and CO2 levels), to see the ratio of CO2 
enhancement versus O2 depletion (usually 0.5:1). 

Pete Wagstaff & Paul Thorne 

Paul Thorne 

KNOTLOW CLIMBING SHAFT 

Saturday, 17 December 
Rigging trip for Andy down the Waterfall Chamber.  A little 
surprising that the deviation rope on the second pitch was 
completely missing.  No snapped rope or anything.  
Emergency blanket found at the bottom of the second pitch 
with DUSA marked on the plastic covering.  Tried rigging off 
the first two hangers on the left, which gave a good hang if 
both deviations were used, but did rub a little on the left hand 

Wot no caving 

for a month? 
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wall.  Better to use bolts 2 and 3 and the deviation on the right, 
then it is possible to walk off the level with only a swing onto 
the pitch head. 

TUG:  3 hours – Pete Wagstaff & Andy Cavill 

Pete Wagstaff 

 

 
 

A BLAST FROM THE PAST A BLAST FROM THE PAST A BLAST FROM THE PAST A BLAST FROM THE PAST ––––    SIMON BROOKS’ 40THSIMON BROOKS’ 40THSIMON BROOKS’ 40THSIMON BROOKS’ 40TH    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Simon in the electric chair!  Hubert Harrison, Simon Brooks & Groins Harrison – Photo: Dick Marley 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Groins tuning up 

 
 
 
 

Coke (the bounder doing bad things to bunnies 

Photo: Dick Marley 
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LIBRARY ADDITIONS LIBRARY ADDITIONS LIBRARY ADDITIONS LIBRARY ADDITIONS 2016201620162016    
 
 

Books & Maps/Surveys 

No new books or Maps/Surveys entered the Library in 2016 
 
 

Periodicals 

Originator Title Vol. No. Date ISSN 

Brit. Cave Res. Assn. Annual Review 2015 

Brit. Cave Res. Assn. Newsletter  2013 Aug. 8 

2016 Oct 10 

Brit. Cave Res. Assn. Trans. (Cave & Karst Science) 42 2 2015 Aug. 1356-191X 

42 3 2015 Dec. 1356-191X 

43 1 2016 April 1356-191X 

43 2 2016 Aug. 1356-191X 

Cave Diving Group Newsletter 197 2015 Oct. 

198 2016 Jan. 

199 2016 April 

200 2016 July 

201 2016 Oct. 

Chelsea Spel. Soc. Newsletter 57 7/8/9 July/Aug/Sept 

57 10/11/12 2015 Oct/Nov/Dec 

57 11/12 2015 Nov./Dec. 

58 1/2/3 2016 Jan/Feb/Mar 

58 4/5/6 2016 Apr/May/June 

58 7/8/9 2016 July/Aug/Sept 

Derbyshire Caving Assn. Nl. (The Derbyshire Caver) 141 2016 Summer 

142 2016 Autumn 

Descent 245 2015 Aug./Sept. 

246 2015 Oct./Nov. 

247 2015 Dec./2016 Jan. 

247 2015/16 Dec./Jan. Missing 

248 2016 Feb./Mar. 

249 2016 Apr./May. 

250 2016 June/July 

251 2016 Aug/Sept 

252 2016 Oct/Nov 

252 2016 Oct/Nov 

253 2016/17 Dec/Jan 

Grampian Spel. Group Bulletin, 5th. Ser. 1 5 2016 March 

2 1 2016 Oct. 

Grampian Spel. Group Newsletter 161 2015 July 

162 2015 Oct. 

163 2016 Feb. 

164 2016 June 

Masson Caving Group Newsletter (Masson News) 2015 July 

2015 Aug. 

2015 Dec. 

2016 Jan. 

2016 Feb. 

2016 Mar. 

2016 April 

2016 May 

2016 June 

2016 July 

2016 Aug 

2016 Sept 

2016 Oct 
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2016 Dec 

Mouldywarps Speleological Group Journal (MSG 13) 13 2015 Aug 

Northern Pennine Club 
Journal (Explorations & 
Happenings, 1987-2015) 2015 

South Wales Caving Club Newsletter 131 2015 Dec. 

132 2016 April 

Speleogica Societa Italiana Speleologia 73 2015 Dec. 0394-9761 

Univ. Bristol Spel. Soc. Proceedings 27 1 2016 0373-7527 

 
 

Publications 

Originator Title Vol. No. Date Ref.No. 

Orpheus Caving Club Bulletin 106 2015 Aug. 

107 2015 Sept/Oct. 

108 2015 Nov. missing 

109 2015 Dec. 

110 2016 Jan. 

111 2016 Feb. 

112 2016 Mar. 

113 2016 April 

114 2016 May 

115 2016 June 

116 2016 July/Aug 

117 2016 Sept. 

119 2016 Nov. 

120 2016 Dec. 

Orpheus Caving Club Hut Log Book 29 2012 Oct. - 2015 Oct. O.37 

Orpheus Caving Club Newsletter 48 1-12 2013, Jan-Dec 

 
 

 
Orpheus Cottages in the snow, winter 1969  
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OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2016OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2016OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2016OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2016    
 
 

 

The OCC Committee 
 

Chairman: Boyd Potts 
chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Secretary: Chris Jackson 
secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Treasurer: Tricia Webber 
treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Librarian: Simon Brooks 
librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Hostel Warden: Pete Wagstaff 
lynnandpete@cavexmine.co.uk 

 

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher 
rooneytoons@ntlworld.com 

 

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips 
caving@rollsroyce16.plus.com 

 

Committee Members: 

Doug Hobbs: 
doughobbs@gmail.com 

Paul Lydon: 
paul@potholer.org 

 
 

Cottage Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts 
bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 
 

 

 

Representatives & Keyholders 

 

OCC Reps to DCA Meetings: 
Boyd Potts 
Paul Lydon 
Karen Slatcher 

 

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings: 
Jenny Potts 

 

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings: 
Jenny Potts 

 

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings: 
Paul Lydon 

 

 

Tackle Store Keys held by: 
Boyd Potts, Ken Morton, 
Simon Brooks, Pete Wagstaff 
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher 
& Chris Jackson 

 

Library Cupboard Keys held by: 
Boyd & Jenny Potts, Simon Brooks 
Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff 
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher 
Charlotte Heaton 

 

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by: 
Boyd Potts, Ken Morton 
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon 
Keith Slatcher 

 

 
 
 
 
 

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER WILL BE VOL 52, NO 1-3, JANUARY-MARCH 2017 

This is the last of four back-issues – 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 - to bring the Newsletters up to date.  I now hope to produce a 
Newsletter at least every three months and hopefully more if there is sufficient information to send out, so I need your input.  
Without your write-ups and articles, there will be very little to send out and you’ll have to put up with mine!  You’ve been warned! 

B&W surveys and maps are very welcome, as are B&W drawings.  We are usually limited to 4 pages of colour photos or maps per 
issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are enough you may get a centre spread as well.  If you can email your article 
that would be really helpful, but I’ll happily accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat! 

Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to: 

Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire  DE4 2DH 

Don’t forget you can receive your Newsletter as a pdf file instead of a paper copy – just let me know. 

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 
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2016 MISCELLANY2016 MISCELLANY2016 MISCELLANY2016 MISCELLANY    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On the way to Alum – 16 Jan 16 13 Feb 16 - Rod Clayton, Helen Milsom Trish Webber & Jack Barratt in North Wales 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

           Craig y Ffynnon 

             17 May 2016 

          Photos: Phil Wall 
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EUROSPELEOEUROSPELEOEUROSPELEOEUROSPELEO,,,,    DALESBRIDGE DALESBRIDGE DALESBRIDGE DALESBRIDGE ––––    13131313----20 AUGUST 201620 AUGUST 201620 AUGUST 201620 AUGUST 2016    
 

 
The main marquee and trade stands 

The SRT tower 

 

EUROSPELEO EUROSPELEO EUROSPELEO EUROSPELEO ----    24 AUGUST 2016 24 AUGUST 2016 24 AUGUST 2016 24 AUGUST 2016 ––––    AFTER P8AFTER P8AFTER P8AFTER P8    
 

 
Jane Pulford, Arjan van Waardenburg, Sibyll Mertsch, Alan Caton, Karen Slatcher, Dirk Houschka, Arrin Daley & Boyd Potts 


